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No· ·JoRger rivals

Marshall-Moreheacffootfiali',.serfes
·rightfully comes· to a:c6nclus1on'.'·. ·
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There was a time when we
All those losing seasons the.
lamented the prospect of the Herd. endured,:.duril).g • the
long football rivalry ·.between 1970s . and early 1980s , have
Marshan· University. and -been forgotten: Novi,; Mar-.
Morehead State University shall ranks with Eastern
coming to an end.- Bi.It no. _Kel!,tucky, Youngstown ·state
more.
- · '--: ·.; :;,;-:- · :
· and Georgia Southern as a ili:
With tp,e programs·· at'. the visidh powerliouse. f;. L ___ _
two_ sen.pols ,moying: iiii op-, .. ·Q•~ot 'scf,,-wftlt Mor~~ea_d;
pCJs1te.. _gµ-echon!i;,tn!l _'I;):lun••' ". W1th,the school'~,boar.ii ,of,re-:
deriniLHerd ~and.'...Goliien ..Ea,. ·,_gents.votilig.to,pbase:out.grld
gles are no ,1onger fitting ff'.". ':'scliolarsn'ips::."tfie'.tt'tl:ture,•. of·
yais .. Saturday's' 71~7 __shellatj~~(ff.~~l?.9~~!A!,~P~p.~it_itiJis ~mg of Mprehead by the pow0 , .,certa.m;£;'fl:j~_.,E.aglei,;0are still
erful Herd i:learly·sh'owed the · .Divisioh"t=AAtand"m~mbers
need for· this rivliliy to 'iehd.Si·'of;';ffie ' oli'fo''Valley .Conferafter 67 years ...•_ }'.;j··:·· ;:;,l ~,.;..:, :f~nct"but't:hey·face-a:difficulf
was Jiot so~:Toariy; years r,; tf~_k" _of' trying_ ;!~: twih ! w~th .
ago that Mor~head and Ma,i;-: .·.,;WalJ.{-oIJ,s.
;·n,y,J. · ;_.;t, 1:,::: ..
shall combined'to form an ex- "·'·E;or the record;·. Marshall
cellent, highly' comp~titiv~ re- ·. fi~'ff 15 of,.tbe':iasf'.11:ij games
gional rivalry. The. annual against Morenead;~outscorilig
gameJ;ietwe.EJn
N<;AA . ,the" Eagles
24(>'.25:· in
last
...
IAA' tb~j~o~
. .,..,,...,,.,,., ..
D1v1s10n
,
.sch"··-·•,.'e•e,
ools.. ,.:-:.....o;,,'.;·ri··•·"
our of, them..
· ·""'"'·.· •'-Ht.~_,.·,:·,
catell-:-a::little"niore?.thirt·'an ..:·, ~Marshall ''ifas\':i~ iyls oh~
hour's drive ·apart · :ff.ierierf'"' ari.rillier nationaf,i.champion: '
a.Ncf "tanJ~,teresf;$,toµgfioµt'7Ji1nf.'Mo~e.hea4Us-)us{ ·tn,ing

n.

the

tne,·Ti'i,$tate:::But
.th'ati
-~•--··>·
; ..............twas:,0jftf..lshtvive;~Both-;',·scliools.
',. ,,...-,-.µ.-..Q..;,~ .....---··-·"""'~~----.,: ,.. "' are·
.
-

•-·••r-, . " •" ··•- ,. __

b~{9i:ef~thM{lf~-'!a.l,l,.JY,~nt,%.r&1<1L,,1le~~r,,~~ll..Q'.~!l)J.&,,P.OJ;; liaving ·
one .o . · e worst teams mcl)i-. tO,endure any more one-sided.
vision1:AA to one 9f'th~. ~~!l.f;'}J;m\.es. ·. :2~/;lf&:0.i
j :~~-
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UK gets. grant for lilirary. com,putef ...
LEXINGTON, Ky. - -Tlie University of Kentucky:bas received
a·$118,000 grant from the·U.S, Department of Education to ·· .- "•
launch a computer transmission system· linking the libraries of '•.
the state-supported universities. ·.
:·;J!Ot: ,.wHf.l:'1 r.•,~.f,i'fr :.,,.
The project, called the KentuckyJ\~ademic,IJ.braries .. · '"'·,,-;
Netwo:ked Resources Sys\e'!I; ~~- is.,~ced with $70,821 in · ,
matchingfundsfromtheumvers1ties.. _ .,,;c,aJ ::i.c;'.r; :,-,
UK, which has the Ariel''dilcument transmission 9YSctem.m
,
place, will. serve as the lead instituti(!n,~ t!ie.project.;, , ;·; -~sf;._
The Ariel systel!l ii;'a ~ftWJirii[ .- · •· #Jl!t_;,)j9,ws,UbQUi~ .
to scan directly from an item a n ~ t to.. another-Ariel ..
work station through the Internet worldwide computer
n~twork.
- ..
.. '
·~
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Unhr;;ity

UK grant to lln~ libraries: The
of
Kentucky has received a $118,000 grant from the
'0.~. DeP&tn:ent _of Education to launch a comi' ' ·
J.i,uter transm1SSion system linking the libraries of"
i:he state-supported llhiversities. The project,' ·. . .'.
~eel the Kentucky Academic Libraries<. -· . ·,
Jl'l'etworked R~utces .System, also is :qnanced ., ! '
}'ith $70,821 m matching funds from the universi- ·
mes. UK, which has the Ariel document transmis,
~io~ sy~tem in place, will serve· as the,1eai:!
J
institution the project The Ariel systerids'a ·· ·-,
software program that allows libraries to
directly from an item and transmit to another
Ariel workstation through the Internet worldwide
computer network.
· A

scan .
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-Teen elects to ga~bl~ on life wjtl.tout CQlleg~ .
.

.

By BILL GIAUBER

··

•

apprentice carpenter, takes home a

check of $232.50.
"Taxes," he said, folding the

check into the pocket of his well•
worn jeans. "Ta,ces will kill me."
Welcome to the work world.
While the rest of his friends from
the class of 1994 at Archbishop
Ryan High School in Philadelphia
are going .to college, Kevin Gal·
Jagher Is going to work.
He Is learning a trade passed
down from his father and making
his way into the job market without
a college degree. He's hauling lumber, fetching coffee, banging nails
and paying his dues in a four-year
quest to become a unionized journeyman carpenter.
He's not alone.
.
This fall nearly 1.5 million teenagers are bound to college for the
first time. These are freshmen who
load their hopes, their CD players
and much of their parents' bank accounts into cars and set off on educational paths that many hope will

lead to successful careers.
But there are nearly 900,000 others from the Class of 1994 who are
skipping college and going straight
into the work force. Many of them
are unknowingly at economic risk.
courlingwhatstatislicsshowtobea
downbeat work. life that could lead
to··• series of dead-end jobs and
shrinking opportunifies.
Yet those like Kevin are willing to
play the odds, confident that they
have the skills necessary to make a
living in America.
·
The yearning for hard work, Kevin said. is buried somewhere in his
genes. The Gallagher family provides a snapshot of the American
dream, where for two generations
sweat and persistence have equaled
success.
But the third generation finds ii•
self facing an altered· economic
landscape, end even a college education is no guarantee of success.
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· Archbishop Ryan; t11e: nation's second•largest C&tholl~ high schooL he
was well-schooled in trigo'!ometry,
algebra and geometry, .. ilie math•
ematical building blocks of caq>ell•
try. He Is also in an apprentice probricks up a ladder;
"Some of them are acting like gram that will provide him with
"He was my idol," Kevin said. they're better than I am," he said. training.that will lead to a.$20-an•
"He was always my hero."
"It doesn't really bother _me. But I hour. job within four years.
Kevin's father, John, went try to pump myself up a little more,
But in America, Kevin Gallagher
straight from high school into the and-.tell them that I'll do better than Is the exception. All too often, high
Marine Corps and then into the car• they will, that I've got a job' and school graduates are ill-prepared to
penter's union. For 26 years. he has they doil'l But really, around now, enter the marketplace.
.helped build many of the high-rises all of us are wo~dering, 'What are
"The great,st difficulty of kids"
that dominate the P¥ad~lphia sk}:• we going to do with our lives?' "
who move from ltigh school to work
line. John, 47, and~ wife, Vero'!'•
~e carpenters ,yt,o have met Is they tend:.i"o get dead-end jobs,"
ca, 45, have ":150 "",:ed out a .sol!d K~ offer him advice that~ be said Harold.Howe n;Jormer senior
JD1ddle<lass lif~, rai.su,g a family in· whittled d_own.to four _words: Go to lecturer -inseducation- .81 .llaivard.
a well-kept, split-level home.
college, kid.
.
, . • "Th
kids
•
dary la
But es they sit at their kitchen taThere are 7,000 union carpenters,
ese
-are m a .•econ . . •
hie, the Gallaghers worry about the subject to economic and seasonal bor market.It may be_ a leg,tim~te
future of their sons, John, 24, Brian, battering. During last winter's bru- place lo start. .but .few. ~f'.thil ,kids
22,"and Kevin.
· _·:o ···'"· ,
-tal weather, nearly half the fon:e are able to move ahead. .··· :. •
"!"don't think Americans realize was laid ofl..The work can be ilan- _<>iraven,ge,'.wmkers with only•
how mudl the country has changed· gemus too. When Kevin's. father high school diploma eam nearly 50
until:they see their children go· out was an apprentice he·fell off a "roof, percentless than those whoh9Jd an
in the work fon:e, and.therejs-noth• tumbled three stories and smashed undergraduate coll_ege degree.
ing there for them," John Gallagher into 'concrete block. ,The accident
said.
.
· ·., : ·
. · · left him with a broken back and no
Kevin has two jobs,-worklng days pay for six months.·
· · ' ·•. •
as ,a carpenter's apprentice and
"There's nothing wrong with
11
three nights a week as a stock clerk pliysical WOrk. Said Scott Conqver,
at Super Fresh. The grocery store 26. "But ii you went to college you
job may be mind-numbing, but the wouldn't be out here busting·your
pay Is good - $IO an hour -: and chops. Kevin . should go back to
the benefits include health insur- school. ff he waits four or five more
ance.
·
years, hits almost hooked, hooked
"Kevin .told me it would be a for ,Jie money. But, yoµ know, there
waste of time for·hiurto go tq col- are a lot of owners of CQmpanies
lege, and he told me not to waste who-once.·.had carpenter's. belts
the money," John said:' "I .always around their. waists.
wanted to·show my sons that there
Toe education experoi'say tliat
were many things they could do, Kevin should heed the advice of this
many ways for them to go. I wanted .chorus. <if 'caipenlera:· Maybe he
to show them all what was ,out d~'t need. to go to college now,
there.. College. Working. I'm ,very they say, but he should consider ii
happy that Kevin made his owi! !le, in the future. To ·compete in the
cision."
. . - --:e-• -:•~ -~ ~ · work force of the next century he
Kevin is a working man now,"·still will need to continually update his
living at home, up before dawn, skills: Arid thatmeans·he will need
sometimes home after midnight. He to take some· college courses, per•
has a car but he can't drive it .be- hapsJn business or mathematics.
cause of a staggering $5,000-a-year
In"manyways, though, Kevin Galinsurance payment. So be bitches lagher presents a textbook case of
rides with his father to work, takes how to enter the-work fon:e from
the bus home and often walks a high school. His academic credenmile to and from the grocery store. tials - a ,C avemge in a collegeMesnwhile, his friends are still stu• preparatory program- are solid. Al-

Kevin's grandfather;'John l'atrick
• The Baltimore sun
Gallagher born in Ireland in 1902,
landed ;,; America ·in 1918 and
PIIIIADELPHIA - On the first worked 40 years in the shipping depay day of the rest of his life, Kevin partment of General Electric. Even
Gallagher, 19, high school graduate; into his 80s, John Patrick could haul

. d$ts.
_:
' · ·· · ··.:.;
·•
He admits he has a.!ra(:e of Jealousy for the lives his. friends will
lead in college. He has detected a
growing gap between himself and
some of his friends.
·
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THE SEARCH FOR NEW. U OF-~ PRESIDENT ·:._ifbVir!.tilt
....
~

...

~d

I have watched with ~om~- b;m~ment more ·interest in the general public in nis centers, sports palaces,
"{fJ~tball
the occasional articles in The Courier- whether or not to build a football stadium stadium, with someone who can educate the
Journal regarding the searth for a new than how important higher education is to community to the value of ~ r education;
president for the University of Louisville. the future economic growth of the com• We need a leader for the University of Lou•
Although there are many aspects of this monwealth. . Having returned recently isville whose aim is enlightening the COlll"
search that are of tremendous importance from an extended stay in Maine, another munityto the long-term benefilii of ii"college
to the community of Louisville and the economically disadvantaged state, during education rather than pandering to its ~
commonwealth of Kentucky, no one dedi- a gubernatorial primlllj' in which the over• nation with the short-term. excitement of
cates much space to the most important of whelming majority of the nearly 18 candi• athletics. If ·.the commonwealth·-1s tii ·ad•
all: the need to find someone.who can ar- dates called for further funding of the vance economically, this is.essential: It's a
ticulate the importance-of higher educa• .state system of higher education, it is so golden opportunity, and·1t ~;tinie _for Ii
lion in Frankfort.
, : ":. ,,.",•,,,c:"' ·.·.- ;-disheartening to find the newspaper pages · change of air - at the unfyj!rslty and ·1n
Eve11 the most casual reader of the pa• in Louisville devoted to stadiums and the Frankfort: ,The ~er.l'O,i!!l!CJl,,could lea~
per must be aware tl!at the sta,te legisla• perpetual corruption in Frankfort.
. . •· the Vf8Y by providing a forum for public~
lure and the Governor are far more interWe have an opportunity to replace an in• CIISSlon of the truly lmport.allf.fss!les. .· .:·. ;
ested in their "politics.as__1,!SU!ll':l!;ltltude effectual and short-sighted individual who
.
·
· · ----~- .-'· ·· ,. •
of_conniving.skullduggery, and
th~_
ls
far
has
publicly
declared
his
priorities
are
ten•
.• ,..
.;.,tll..l~-·~
,.....
,.
. - __ ,
- .
.
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MOREHEAD - Octavia Wllllams Graves, Second ·Street, re-

tired Morehead State .University
elementary education associate professor, widow. of :.Roy. . Edwin
Graves, died Tuesday. Services 1
pm Friday, F~ith Presbyterian
Church. Visitation 5 p,m. today,
Northcutt & Son Home for .Funerals. Contributions suggested to
American Diabetes Association
721 West Main Street, Louisville:
Ky. 40202.
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MOREHEAD - Octavia WII•
,ams Graves died here Tuesday.
Funeral, 1 p.m. Friday, Faith Presbyterian Church. Visitation at
Northcutt & Son Home for Funerals
after 5 p.m. Thursday.
·
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■ Steady'tiliitloii"'lnereases.. have j
, put' college·o"t of reach fo~'some: ·1
I ·. ■ There lsn'feiiou~·''.fln•"cial aid ..
'•t;: ... • ·
;._·-:, .....,,·:r~;,•_"':.-,;-;.~,,,ol.~~,;;~e •ne_e~::f ,. .-itti.·'·~·.,., ·,:.s·,'i>~?l
1
: ' '3e,i;Jiiery.onderh~lde;lJ'clµ'ecto(~-Qf '
'1 public'.re_)atioJ\5-ilt 1u_K;' ~hlchipver. )
sees'.the'.toinhiunity colle ·e,,.;.;iem\1
, said.' econo...,c;
.. "· " ;;., .,,,.,a. .ora.•,
"'"•-ti:'ciil.l'•t
.. t.l_-~.•
...... ar~,
:aff~ the'-~!- ~ii PelViF~)1
)ii.
·~~Utt )'.tlle,
pmcli•frolii'lftcreas~'hhu111ci g!}: h ;
'd ,.,,,;;.tli··•. '"T_tli·•..:·' ' · · ~ ·,.,!!i._;1,~e.,
.Sal •#:. .'-,'·LUI et.,· till 1~P
. we•-w•, 1
'Creaslf•~re'lible to'' O' intiilthe~1
work:foicetecause·
liecclm:'
,_ .. ·""-""'bl...
· olis~
.c, ,,•·•<"' ""., . el
1wg
ltYtwll
'·• --"·'" •W..[~"' 1"]

,-we,reamrm\\i·

·'ilis\i1i.;t~~"
,P .I', .· !

· . cos.tii'
"'ii ·
-.,..~...~.·

·'•j\S"''."··

Ga••,~.\!!, _

'.• '

vety:,upset" 1

abotit'last'yelir's,tultlon iilcrease of
/,'5 -~~~~t'~our'at :tc_q'lcffW."'7
· .. Gilvsyllk; a student, of matketiilg,
'and business; woula like 'tl'i'tiike"l2 t
credlt'hotir!i'-butlerirolled for'ohly
six liecause of the expense. ' The tuition Is not that bad, but ildd 'money
ciii (for)<bcioks, parking, lunches at
Rlilly's"L'! it's! getting,'..i:lose"t!I
$1,000 a semester.".; ., , , · · '! ' r, ',·r ·
·Y· For most schools; the drop In erirollment was expected. At UK,· there
is !I deliberate plan to hold:.down
!!nrollment,• ~~-Vonderheide ;, .. ,said..
.''Most,,ofioqr, energies .. ilre :iii improving ,the,;_quality 1ofothe i.stuilent
body...u,j :; ..., f'{.·:1,· _··•~ ri fl ' . f ?-:~~
... ·, ,
' . ,.
:· 'And·though the··decline wasn't
'necessarily welcome, most schools
were already pinched by, state budg. ~etcufs,.. ..... ~r . ~~ .. ·......, ·: ;·
Th~ e!1f0llmeitt drop· ~es the
question: of .whether high· tuition .
and_ scarcer j'inancial aid mean poor.
·people ·are, being denied. access to
higher education. "It's a matter of
,c;oncem ,to .me ,that· young people
would;like to,be in school but now
tul\ion is, oui of their reach;" said
,Lea· Ann Johosori;,;public:relations
_directpr at JCC. : · ' · ; ·· .. · : · •
U of L Provost Wallace Mann said
,the, stat~) polio/-Of,P,asslng on increased operational, costs to stu- .
dents iii the· forin. •'of"-tuition increases ''will deny access•to people.
mtlosti~~i;'!:~~!f, !!,ii_~. ~~S..\~
'•)•

:o

.. , ~ .011:ii.ir;)

'\'M11i

\I

; , .....;>-.

';/· ..

f~Jefferson Community College,,,c: ·11,184 ,,,, 10,232,~"•·.,, ,-8.5,,.;
/iA11.!community:colleges:'~-~-·1,A! · 48,370td •46,200 l_ .. :,·, -4.5: ·,

:0.1n.lve~~tv,•~

:·•.:!':';'.:'' '.:

K~~t~cky
24,200, ·[)240360 '' ':'· '..· o ":·:;;
>)/.University_ o.f.Loulsvllle. ,, ,,.,,_:...,.. 21,826,,,,.,21,402, ,h·: .. -2-.. ,,,
••.?iEEiStem Kentucky University :1i11u 16;591,!d/!-,16;100 ,': . •' :-2
-: ; Westein'Ken!llcky Unlversity·:!' 11 1 15,335:"."l 14,900.' ,'' '' ,, ·' -3
")Northern l<entucky'University'', •. 12,024,,; ;J2,oot,.,, .', _; . 0 :·,,,
fMorehead·,Siate University ;-.,;",i:, -8,899 • *8;600' · • 1-3 ·•
-~MurrayStateUniveisity1•L,·:-:;:,1 ·0;120.' -'.'*8,063
·,· -1 ,,.
'., Kentucky State University' '· '.' ., , 2,487';:, ;::.2,587,.. . : .+4 ' ·:.
;.Bellarmine ·.:: :,':_. '.;, ;:; ... ,.'., ; :, .. . 2,339 : .. ,, 2,397
--:- ·+2 ,:·c
.;Spalding,,·,,,;,
.~ ·, ·. ·

· l'Jl.

•·-~·J:stlmated'!

: .. -·, I,:" .

q0vJ _p::A, :ortJ

,, 1qf•1_i·l,\

·•_1ri.',i:1

r1,, ;•.~;,.
1'1' •

\~2f'.':'···.~;~1,8. ·
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State's AmeriCorps workers
-----------start down road of service
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer

The room erupted in clapping and
cheering when Sawyer issued his
call to moral arms. His audience
Yesterday's send-off for 100 of was predominantly women who
Kentucky's AmeriCorps community- seemed to be in· their 20s. But the
service workers was part pep rally, group also included young men and
part leadership training and part some older men and women.
soul-baring, spirit-raising tent meetThe AmeriCorps workers will ofing - without the tent.
fer a year or two of community
It was part of a program that arose service - ranging from tutoring to
from a proposal by President Clinton working in homeless shelters to orduring the 1992 election campaign. ganizing services for truant teens.
AmeriCorps will put people to work - They will get a stipend plus up to
in community service in exchange for $4,725 for college tuition or educaawards to finance their college edu- tional loan repayment in exchange.
cation or vocational training.
. The Kentuckians are among the
AmeriCorps
members
from first of 20,000 AmeriCorps workers
around the state met at a hotel in deployed by the federal and state
Louisville and first ,discussed the_ program. Eventually, there could be
problems of todays leadership, 100 000 AmeriCorps workers
which they _sai~ range
selfish- aro~nd the country and a budget of
ness t~ preJudice. .
,
$700 mii1ion a year.
David Sawyer, director of Berea
Danita Beasley, a 19-year-old
Co_llege-based Stude'.'ts for Appala- from Louisville, thinks the program
chia, called on AmenCorps w~rkers is so promising she gave up a job
to develop a new way of leadmg.
with AT&T that paid about twice as
"The true leader creates leaders,
not followers," said Sawyer, who is
a consultant for the national AmeriCorps program and conducts leadership-training sessions.
.
"You are those kinds of leaders

from

for us," Sawyer said. "Lead~ers are
people. whoTake actJon forlhe com-

mon good."

They are people, Sawyer said,
"who can't sit still and let the world
go to hell."
'

much as the stipend.
She will work as a tutor and mentor with children in Louisville to try
to reduce violence among young
peGple, Beasley said. She also will
work on her nursing degree at the
University of Louisville.
"I love kids," Beasley said.
Jim Madison, 22, of Franklin, Ky.,
will tutor underprivileged children
in Simpson County.
While he plans on a career in
marketing and public relations,
AmeriCorps will give him a chance
to enjoy his first love, Madison said
- working with children.
After their meeting yesterday
morning, the workers, some family
members and supporters boarded
buses for a trip to Nashville, Tenn.,
to be sworn in with other workers
from the Southeast via a satellite
broadcast by Clinton. Indiana's contingent of about 160 will meet in
Jasper, Ind., for the ceremony.
Most will begin a month of training after that.
Catherine Howell, a worker with
the Getting Things Done for Kentucky's Homeless program in Eliza.
bethtown, called her participation "a
wake-up call." Speaking to workers
near the buses, Howell urged them to
take one another's hands and raise
them high in the air.
"This is what it's all about "
Howell said to the cheering crowd:

"Unity, caring, sharing."
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~~eping the best at home

th
:~:t~ }fr!tging ese top-flight
.
.
.
,
. .
.
.
The university's effort to recruit
he Umv~rs1ty of ~entucky _s
(!K officials must be esp_ecially young scholars as effectively as
aggressive effort m recruiting gratified that so many quahty stu- they recruit first-rate athletes is a
top-notch students is paying dents - fi:om all over - have
, boon for both Kentucky and its
off.
.
chosen their sc?ool. And when the flagship university.
.
Since the school began selective. <:9111!11om_vealth s top students _-The (Covington)
.
admi!,Sions 10 years ago, more and [ who generally are offered numer- Kentucky Post
.
rnor¢ of Kentucky's best and
, ous opportunities to seek the!r col•
·
brightest high school students are lege degree elsewhere - decide
LExlNGTONHERALO-lEADER, LEx!ltGTON, KY.
choosing to pursue their college
they can get a quality education in
■ MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1994
education at UK. The university
their home state, the image of Kenuses .a combination of tactics to
tucky's public universities has to
lure fop students such as written
be enhanced.•
and personal contact, calls and visConsider, too, that when the
its with current students and invi- academic quality of the student
tations to prospective students for ' body improves, qualify professors
Olympian Brian Shimer has been chosen to
overnight stays on campus.
· 1 also are attracted to the university
drive one of the three four-man·
'Phis fall, the university enrolled, and those already on board-are
bobsled teams that will compete
-~ord number of National Merit · encouraged to stay. A top-flight
for the United States on the
,10lars - 82. Those students.
: faculty attracts research dollars
1994-95 World Cup circuit.
I
Shimer,
who played football at
qualified for that designation by
and the research draws national
Morehead
State, won the bronze
scoring in the top 1 percent of the recognition. Bright, well-trained
medal
in
the
1993 World Chamnatjon's high school seniors raking graduates are attractive to employpionships and was a member of
the Scholastic Aptitude Test.
, ment recruiters - and often emthe 1994 U.S. Olympic team.
•loyers in the state have a better
. · ,..,Shimer

T

I

-Sh" .
nve
in World Cup
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College entrants_
·must think ahead
The average starting pay for

By KENNETH HART

1994 grads who major in com-

ASHLAND - If you're just
entering college, you're probably wondering if there will be
any jobs available in your cl10sen field when you graduate.
Will you be able to put that
degree to good use, or will you
be forced to accept a lessskilled position for which
you're clearly overqualified?
There's good reason for uncertainty.
According to studies, only
one in three of last spring's
college grads left school with a
firm job offer.
According to a national financial publication, you may
stand the best chance at landing a job and earning top dollar if you major in computer
science/systems analysis.
Money magazine reports
that the number of jobs in that
field is projected to increase by
a whopping 79 percent over
the next decade, making it the
fastest-growing occupation re,
quiring a college degree.

puter science is projected at
$33,957, which also makes it
the most lucrative job requiring a degree.
Next on the list, in terms of
job growth, are physical therapist; psychologist; marketing,
advertising and public relations manager; and preschool
teacher.
Rounding out the top 10 are
securities and financial services. sales representative; lawyer; accountant; social worker;
engineer and mathematician
or technical research manager.
The list is based on data
from the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics and the Bethlehem,
Pa.-based College Placement
Council.
Dr. Mike Hopper, director of
career planning and placement
at Morehead State University,
said he wasn't surprised that
computer scientist/systems analyst topped the list.
Hopper said his son is a
computer major at the University of Miami (Ohio), "and last
year, they had five job offers

OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
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10 top careers for the 21st century
Percent increase
in positions

buy 2005

Average
starting pay
for 1994 grads

Computer scientist/system
analyst

79%

$33,957

Computer science

Physical therapist

76%

$31,432

Health sciences

$20,270

Psychology

Job

I I
I

Recommended
degree

Psychologist

64%

Marketing, advertising and public
relations manager
'

47%

$24,721.

Preschool teacher

41%

$17,393

Education

Securities and financial services
sales representative

40%

$25,193

Business administration

Lawyer

35%

$25,351

Political sciencJ;goverriment

Accountant/auditor

34%

$28,581

· Accounting

Social worker

34%

$22,871

Sociology

Engineer, mathematician or
technical research manager

34%

$32,494

Engineering

Scurce: Bureau of Labor Statistics; College Ptaceinent Councfl

for each graduate."
But surprisingly, Hopper
said he hasn't seen any increase in students entering the
computer field.
"We have calls all the time
from companies wanting people," he $aid. "We just don't

have enough grads."
Hopper, whose job involves
everything from career counseling when student's enter
school to job placement assistance when they're ready to
leave, said college students
often fail to base their choice

Marketing/marketing
. management

Independent graph!C /

em Martin

of a major on the job market.
"You have to ask yourself,
'What do I enjoy doing and
what would I like to do,' but
you also have to say 'What's
the reality of the job market?"'
he said.
For example, Hopper said he

was a philosophy undergraduate, "Which helps to explain
why I'm now a director. of career planning and placement."
The Bureau of Labor Statis-.
tics reports that job openings•
will increase by 26.4 million;
or 22 percent, over the next decade, according to Money.
The service sector is forecast
to offer a stunning 92.8 percent
of the. new positions.
. .
And while a liberal-arts education provides a valuable
foundation for the future by
teaching a student to think
and I.earn, there are indica·tions that the job market for
such grads may be shrinking. ·
· According to a Northwestern
University study, the number.
of jobs for college grads -increased by 2 percent this year
over 1993.
But at the same time, the
number of positions for liberalarts majors shrank by 11 percent.
What's more, according to
the College Placement Council,
47 percent of the jobs offered to
the nation's 1.2 million 1994
graduates were for business
grads, with an· average starting
salary of $25,540 a year.
Among the least successful
job-seekers were communications arts majors, who ·got only
2 percent of all offers and average entry-level pay of $21,588.
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Lifelong·
lear~g
focus of
coalition
By TONY FARGO
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

About
Help Wanted
"Help Wanted: Crisis
in the Work .Force" is a
non-partisan citizen
education campaign
taking place across the
commonwealth of
Kentucky. Its purpose is
to spur public awareness of the'relationship between:education a'rid training
and the ability of people :and companies 'and our ."region .
and
I b a II y. ···· ·' -·· ··•· · ;··c-··· --,,·:-··
· · sta t e t-. 0 compet e.go
• In northeastern _Ke_ntu_cky, it is being sponsored by
Ashland Oil Inc,, .Kentucky Power Co'., the Chamber: of
_Commerce of Bo_yd a_ n_d Gr_eenup Counties, and the-Daily'
Independent.
· ,
. ,,, ~
·
·
Statewide, _its sponsors are the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation, the Kentucky _Chamber of Commerce and the
Kentucky Education Coalition Steering Committee:
In the next
· few weeks, this newsp·aper will publish
.stories and opinion pieces about the value of continuous, lifelong education and its relationship to economic
growth and prosperity.
. . . . .. .
·
•
On Tuesday, Sept. 27, -th!;l sponsors will host a carnmunity_torum· on these issues, and on Thursday, Sept.
29, KET' will broadcast a statewide forum
o s d o·
· · · ·
· n un ay, ct. 2, the newspaper will publish a fourpage special section that defines the educational issues
facing American families· and businesses and offers ·
. arguments for and against proposed answers to our

ASHLAND - If Kentucky is
to
economically,
students
andgrow
workers
must train
for
new skills and be willing and
able to adapt to changing technology and other needs.
· That's
from a
·t· the
f bmessage
.
co al1 10n o usmess, agriculture and education. leaders
from throughout Kentucky'
that is launching a six-week
campaign
called
"Help Force"
Wanted: Crisis in
the Work
and aimed at raising awareness of the need for lifelong
learning.
Sponsors and the news.
media in several Kentucky cities, including Ashland, will
conduct a variety of activities
aimed at alerting people to the
problems facing the state's
work force in a global economy and soliciting ideas for solutions.
·
Locally, Kentucky Power
Cd., Ashland Oil Inc., the
problems.
.
Chamber of Commerce of Boyd
And; most importantly, that special section will offer a
and Greenup Counties and
chance for you to make your voice heard by filling out a
The Daily Independen't are·
ballot describing how you feel about the problems we
leading the e!Iort.
businesses and education i:
Statewide sponsors am the
· face an.c;! ·th eir _possible soiutions.
stitutions, but adds a dime:
Kentucky Chamber of Com- ma_kers what the public's high-paying. Jobs to replace sion that was often lackin
merce, the Kentucky Farm Bu- maJo~ concerns and favored jobs that have departed. . : •. public. involvement. . .··
reau Federation and the· Ken- solutrnns are.
. . "Jobs will seek out places· Dick Lovegrove, public f
tucky Education Coalition , The b~ot also ~ be pub- where workers are. ready to fairs dire.ctor at Kentuck
Steering Committee, whose hshed m The Daily Inde- take over and be productive " Power, said the campaign is •
members come from a cross- pendent. . .
.
-he said.
.
'. n~tural fit" for his company;
section of the· state's indtis- . O~h~r ~1ti~s m Kentu~ky
~he ."Help Wanted" cam- -· 'We do quit~ a bit in su·
tries, businesses, educational part1c1patmg m the campaign paign 1s based on research poi:t o_f education. We be!ie,institutions and other organi- are Bowling Green; Covington, conducted by the Public Agen- ~ its Important role in the r
zations.
-·
· - Hazard, Lexington, Louisville, . da Foundation in Washiilgton, gion and the state," he said.
In Ashland, a cornerstone of Owensboro and Paducah.
D.C., a nonprofit, nonpartisan Lovegrove sees benefits ft
the campaign will be a public Changing work force
organizatJon· that tries·to help the company in raising aw8;I'
forum at 5 p.m. Sept. 27 in the
the pubhc better understand ness about the need for lifKentucky Power Co .. auditoDan Lacy, vice· president of critical issues and help policy long learning.
rium at company headqu·ar- corporate ;ommunications at lead~rs better understand the . : "Einp!oyees are our mo,
ters, 17th street and Central Ashland Oil and a member of public's point of view
..
valuable resource.· A we!
Avenue.
. .
.~he statewi~e coaliti_on's steer-· The· foundation said it dis- ti:aine~ sta!I is the main ingr,
At the forum, which will- b~ mg c~~1ttee, said such a covered that· leaders·· and ex- d1ent m us. serving our_ cu.
moderated by Kentucky Power ~paign IS needed. · _- · _ · P7i:ts on one side and average to?,Iers," he said.
president and chief. operating ·· We are really seem_g the c1_tizens on the other have ·•· - The_ world and the way "
·officer Dick Boyle, the public work f?rce needs changmg so ·widely different views on what ~o busmess. ar~ changing raJ
will have a chance to discuss .dramatically. We .., are con- the problems facing today's 1d_ly. Contmumg educatio
problems and solutions with a cerned peopl 7 may . not be- workers are and how to solve will play a_ big role in helpir.
p_anel of business and educa- aware_ ho~ qmc~y things are them. Th 7 foundation advo-- us ~eet_t!Iose changes." : ,.
tlon representatives.
__ c_hangmg, he said.. · . ',, .
cates_ closmg the. gap by in- . Wickli![e R. Powell, editor ,
A forum aimed at a. stateLacy noted that m tlie past, forn_ung the pubhc what the The Daily Independent, sai
wi~e audience and featuring most_people were,tra~ed_to do cho~c_e_i,_ f.or ch~~!! are·- and !h~. newspaper's p8:1icipatio
policy makers will be aired on ~ne Jqb and. stayed m 1t for havmg the pubhc inform lead- IS a natural extensrnn of ou
Kentucky Educational Televi- )ife. But in today's. world, that ers which choices it favors.intere~t in promoting and in
sion at 9 p.m. Sept. 29.
IS~'t good enough. ·::. . .
Similar campaigns have proving edu_cation in the are
Also, companies in the area
·. P~ople who train for· one been conducted in numerous we serve. . ··
•
will distribute ballots to em- specific job· may find them- cities, including Nashville, "A prosperous Kentucky an
ployees listing areas of con- selves out of a. job,". he. said.. Tenn., Austin, Texas Seattle an educated citizenry are in
cern and possible solutions to "People need to use different and Flint, Mich.
'
p9rtant to all of us. The crisi
~roblems and asking the pub- types of technology and be ·
· .
m the work force is not an al
he to choose which concerns . open to change and adapt to P bl" i
I
stract concept to our reader:
a_re greater and which solu- change." : . · , ._.· ·. . . · ·. . . _u . IC nvo vement
who've been hit hard in recer
tlons are most attractive. The · . Lacr said the campaign is · Shirley Boyd, vice president years by temporary layo!Is an
ballots from all areas of the e;5pec1ally· relevant: to areas· of the· chamber, said the cam- permanent downsizings. To
state will be tabulated and the _like north~astern_ Kentucky _paign _compliments work on many of them have had t
results publicized to tell policy that are trymg. to attract new, education and training that learn first-hand the· cons,
the organization does with quences of· limited educat!o
;:inrl skills_"
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. By RICHARD WILSON
Staff- Writer
-LEXINGTON, Ky. - Fifteen
years later,.Kenny Rice still.remembers the sting of the University of
Kentucky professor's comment
"She told me I dressed.nice for a
kid fro~ Eastern Kentucky," recalled Rice, a native of Eastern, in·
Floyd County, who had come to
UK after graduating from. Pres-·
tonsburg Community College... · "I was stunned," · added · Rice;
who said he was dressed in·a-coat
and tie that day because he had a
jGb interview after class. "f'asked
her how she expected me to dress
and she said something about ex'.
pecting more jeans and T-shirts;''
. LI!Ddra Lewis, formerly of.Hyden,
IS director of community·relatioils
and education in the Fayette Cowity Attomey's:Office. Slie 0said-she-had few problems adjusting when
sl!_~ transferred.to UK.from,Haiard
Community College in.1983:;·~---.
But some, Eastern Keniucky ·s1u.
dents did, she said "I'd run .into .
them on campus and they were un-.
happy, and they felt out of place.
"The culture shock was just too
much, and (s_everal of .them) gave
up and went. back home."
·
· For years, many students·coming
from small towns in· Eastern·. Kentucky and ·elsewhere have: struggled to adjust to life on the sprawling UK campus and in Lexington.
Though· UK officials say they are
aware of such problems and are.
.d~g with them, Lewis;· ·Rice,
who IS now a-sports anchor for a
Lexington 1V"staticin; and a small
group of·cither successful ·Eastern
Kentuckians have started a support
group for students from their native
The Appalachian Advocates has

area.

.- .. . ,.. , . ...

students from all rural communities
in· the state," said Ron Eller, director
of lJK's Appalachian Center.

sefe~~:i~~~sal;~u~t~e=:
decade ago has helped ~t adjust•
ment problems by bringing better.already held a':cookout, and there prepared students to the Lexington
; are plans for ·l!lOre ·gatherings and campus. And many Eastern Ken•
, contacts - in Lexington and in re- tucky students, like Rice and Lewis,
gional high scl)gols and commupity are graduating from community colleges before coming to UK.·
,. co
ll
eges.
;,-,
''What you have is somewhat of a
. "We want· to:,l>e a support system
, for (UK students) here in. Central gap· between the traditional images
, !{entucky so that they're not lonely, and stereotypes that exist of East, they have someone they can call if em Kentucky vs. the reality of the
._ !hey have a problem," Lewis said. kinds of students -that tend to come
. '.'We just want ;to be a support sys- to the university," Eller said.
: tem for them so they can stay here
A UK study done several ·years
· and finish their education."·
ag9 showed that Appalachian stu•
For years, many of the mountain dents do ·as well academically at UK
students who · have attended .UK as those from elsewhere,. Eller sai4.
have come fro111 the area's larger
Knott County native Benny Ray
communities and high schools. But Bailey Il, vice president of UK's Stu•
-most of the mountain students who dent Government Association, said
have had academic, social or cultur- the ·only problem he was aware of
: al problems have been ones from Eastern Kentuckians ·having· at the .
· smaller towns and schools. . . . . school. was "time management.".·
Roger Noe, a.former state legisla•
"They're so overcome with every•
tor. and current academic dean at thing new, everything bigger, excit•
UK's Southeast-Community College ing, _more t_bing(,closer together,'
-~ ·Cumberland;"said his fear of there's j~ ·more-things to"get- out
.-'cultural shock",kept him from en• and do,'-' said Bailey, a UK junior.
nilling at UK, where he had been
·Kevin ·Newell, a ,Leslie Countian
!lccepted as.a ~hman.in 1967.
and. ·Hazard Community- College
. 'He said.he had been out.of.Har• graduate; said he had'runinto some
Ian County only "three or four stereotyping at .•:UK; for example,
·runes" before he-finally enrolled at he's heard some students refer ·to
Cumberland College.
.
, "hillbillies''.in conversations. · "l don't thinlf· I had the maturity
Bailey and Newell attended the
to ·deal with the impersonal kind of Advocates cookout and said they
attitude that existed at UK at that considered the mentors' group .a,
time," said Noe, who earned a doc• good idea.
·.. ,,,:,
tol'Jlte at UK in 1990.
Eller agreed.
.
"'<. '··"
. Though UK. officials acknowledge
!'There's a need for that. kiii'cf.~f ,
Jhattheuniversity'ssizemayintimi• group,'.' he·said "If they can-Jielp'
date -some· students; they contend . instill a sense of·pride and support
. that Appalachian students have far in, those Appalachian students and .
,,fewer problem· adjusting today than encourage them to think about .tak•
they had in previous years.·
• ing their.. talents ·,and usin1fthem
''Toe university has been actively back home, then I think they
concerned with looking at ways to play a very, very_ important role· not:
~ (UK's) environment· more just iii the lives· of those stud~nts,
· friendly, more warm, more secure for but in the region too."
.·

can•
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UK, KSU buck state schools' trend
toward decreases in enrollment
BY NINA DAVIDSON
HERAlD-1..EAoER STAFF WRrTER

With the exceptions of the University of Kentucky and Kentucky
State University, higher education
is suffering from lower enrollment
statewide.
The decreases in enrollment at
the six other state universities
range from 3.4 percent at Morehead
State University to 0.3 percent at
Northern Kentucky University. In
addition, enrolhnent at UK's 14
community colleges is off 4.5 percent.
The declines are . part of a
national trend, stemming in part
from a drop in the number of 18year-olds, said Ron Crouch, director
of the Kentucky State Data Center
at the University of Louisville.
From 1980 to 1990, Kentucky's
population of 18- to 24-year-olds
~-~--~
dropped 91,764, from 487,028 in
and want to attend here," he said.
Centre College in Danville re1980 to 395,364 in 1990, he said.
Wethington chalked up the de- ported record enrollment of 955
While the number of traditional
crease
at the community colleges to students, up from 951 last year.
students is declining, Crouch said
Milton Reigehnan, vice presithe booming population of non- the hiring freeze imposed there.
"The
community
colleges
have
dent·
for planning and public at-·
traditional students is. _helping to
seen
the·
effects·
of-the.
budget
cuts
fairs,
said Centre's 1993 listing in
offset the slump. Non-traditional
and increasing tuition," he said.
U.S, News & World Report' as the
students - those older than 25 · Community College System · best value for a liberal arts' college
are going back to college to increase their skills in the job market, . Chancellor Ben Carr also said tha! had helped increase enrollment ·
when the economy improves, com-' _ 0 ,':Students look for real quality
he said.
· · • '
"They pull the bacon out of th~ munity college students traditional- education in a pleasant and affirmly return to the workplace rather ing environment," he said. · .
fire," Crouch said.
·
·
·
"'·
, ., . _· Lees College, a two-yearschool
More women also are enrolling · .than college.
U of L had hoped the ·numbers · in Jackson, said fall enrollment is a ·
in college, he said. Fifty-six percent
of university undergraduates · are would not change this :fall; Provost rffOrd _654, up .from 624 last year.
female and 65'percent of'communi- Wallace Manri said,:but enrollment 'Susan Herald, public relations di-;;;;,-.,t:'.":,;J_:~redor, credited.an increase in nonty college students are feinale, ac- . fis-down 1.9 percent
.
· · • ·····'"''~· .•. , ..... ,,.... · ···traditional students and efforts to
cording to Crouch.:· · ·;· : · · .
·• But he said.enrollment is up 2 be •
'bl
1 -·
. more. aocess1. e to, Jl':>P
"Kentucky's worii'~i' are becom- percent in graduate programs and
ing a .hell pf. a lofsuiarter than is:stable.in _professional programs netghbo~,~~ties ·
-,:} ,."':',
Kentucky's men;" he.said.
stich as law schooL . , .
-.• . ' Birt at Transylvania Uni~ty
At UK, President Charles Wethc ... While enrollment atrmost 9£ . in·:µxington, enrolhhent is down
ington credited the school's slightly Kentucky's state universities. is . from 918 last year to 880 this Y!!31";
higher enrollment_ to its reputation. ·• d()wn, at least two private colleges·_ ·despite a 6 percent increase in new'
breaking records, .. ' · . - ,. student enrollment.
· .-,. ·• · ,,
. "Students obviously _)ilie UK
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Hege newspapers honored: Three cole newspapers from Kentucky are finalists for
prestigious national Pacemaker Award given
by Associated Collegiate Press, the organization
announced :yesterday; The award recognizes the
best.college newspapers in the-country. The
College Heights Herald at Western Kentucky
University, the Eastern Progress at Eastern Kentucky University and ·the Murray _State News at
Murray State University are among 20 nondaily
papers nationwide named as finalists.

;
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·Pollard, Columbia give $1 mil.JiQn
for UK schol,irships . .. -.
grew

Pollard, who
up in Lancas- cided to do more after seeing the
..:ter; acknowledged that he ,11ever percentage of. UK's state support
.thought lie would be making such a continue to decllile. ·
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A Louisville gift to his alma mater.
UK: will get the $1. million contriexecutive who worked most of his
The former president of Humana bution between now and the. end of
way through the University of Ken, Inc. has spent his entire career in next year, he said.
,; .
tucky as a stock clerk for Kroger · the state. Only one time, he said,
UK President Charles ·T. WethingCo. is replenishing UK's coffers by was he tempted to leave Kentucky: ton Jr. thinks it is the largest single•
$1 million to expand its merit schol- in 1960, as he was about to graduate contribution in the university's hisarship program.
·
,from UK with an accounting degree. tory solely for scho!arships. . '.; ,. . ·
Carl F. Pollard, director and He said he had two job offers- one . UK has
$2.5.'miliidri ·•for
chairman of the executive commit- for $475 a month in Chicago and. merit s'cholanihiP.s, he'said;'· _,., _
tee of Columbia/HCA Healthcare :~~=~~°:c:!:!nag =~-~~ a
.':Your ge~~~us
~ilJi'nn,.
Corp., said that he and the Colum. . . , .. ,; ,. .
- ..
. .. therefore, proVIdes significant help.
bia/HCA foundation are each con..,I .thought 1·cowd'live better in to us in awarding such scholarships
tributing $500,000 to UK's scholar- Louisville for $400 a month than I and will increase markedly what we
ship program.
::~ •. ·,,
· could·for $475 in Chicago. It was·a ·are trying to do,'' Wethington told
The money, Pollard said _at a cash-flow issue, and_afterthatlw~. Poµard in_~ccep_~g the~: _, .. 0
news conference yesterday, Y!fil let never_tempted to leave (Kentucky), .
:Robert· Hemenway, chancellor of
UK· con~~; its effo~ to• ':'attract . he 5:11d.
UK's Lexington campus, said the
and retam Kentucky S' best slu·
Pollard also headed-Galen Health money is badly needed because UK
dents.
• •
. , ..:·. . .. ,Care Inc. after the hospital business ·. cannot _J:!r~vide m~rit scholarships.
"It's my desire that the scho_lar- Will! f!Pun off frol_llHumana and.be- for all_eligible applicants: . ·;
ship money be used to keep these fore 1t me~ed with the p_redecessor . Hemenway noted that the portion
students in Kentucky, because once of Columbia/HCA. ·.
• ,,.
~armarked for minorities would be
t!Jey leave for their (hig~;r) edu_ca- ···Pollard said· he·began coiitiibut- extreuiely helpfµl;.too. i· -'ML, 1
lion, they seldom return, he s:31d. ing to UK scholarships several years . . ''JJJis is a .university for:all 9f the.
Twenty percent of -the · _income ago when he set up il "relatively mi- _. people of Ken~cky. ,and we,wAA~ to.
from the endowment established by . nor scholarship fund,'! primarily for. make.sure that• all' of, those p_e!)ple·
the. g\ft will be designated for ..mi• minorities, ·iJJ.~e.-J::ollege _of, Busi- . are welco1'!e and_~ Y;llµB4 befe,''.
nonty scholarships:
.,, " • :-.:: ness and Economtcs.,He .smd he de- .the chancellor. 5ll!cL. . . , ,.,.'b'lf~!
By RICHARD WILSON

Staff Writer
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Health-citre'·";c(jffl'
•~.j-~c;~i::iand· its? cliief,~:
.·
-_.~_, ... ,.,.- . ..,_. P~.-.. , •· ....., .~- . . . . . . ,........,.. ,.
give
. .UK
.

BY BRENDA RIOS

$1.nilllion··~or<··s~holarsitl'·
.
· •., ,;, . -" . •. ,.·_ •. •..
. .ps·'.

Lexington =~~s t~~IJor Robert Hemenway said that ·ear,
Carl
P.oll~ r = ' •
the Louisville company, . the na:
marking a sizable part ofthe scholtimes have changed since he gr;idlilion's ~-!<!:E.J'!lfit•· hospital
arship~ fo~ minorities helps. open'
ated from the University of.Ken,· ch!rin- He·and tlie.foun9ation each j the umvers1ty to aU KentuckillllS.
tucky in 1_960 - when ttiiiion,
donated $500,000..
:::•'1".T<''. • ·
: ''.We want to make sure.all'~e
room and board totaled about $180
''.'.;'P.oll;µd, :native of 'I.ancaster ·
"'.clco_m~.ana·Y:\1ue(l here," Hemena semester. . . '
. -: '•· . ·
wlio'eamed a degree in accowiting,
way said: ·---.;_ -.,~-' ·-c,a,:1 ··
,.
So he has promised that hi! and · .~c\ . stud~ni:s whci leave Kentucky.
: l_Ie said _the .·donati\)11 would.
his company will give his alma • t<f purime their educations seldo~ _ significantly increase the uni ,ersimater $1 milJion for scholarships in
· return. · · .
·. · ·
·
I ty's ability to give academic schol:.
an· attempt tci keep Kentucky's
"The secret to o~ survival is · arships. .
,,-.. ,.:, . · · .
.
brightest students from leaving the
the.education of our young.people,"
:me now caii .give academic
state.
.
·
' Pollard said yesterday during a
scholarships to fewer .than half the;
UK President Charles T. Wethconference to announce the
900 qualified applicants, he said.
ington Jr. yesterday· said the· donadonation.
tion from Pollard and Colum'.The donation will . expand · a
bia/HCA Healthcare Foundation, a
si:holarship program· that Pollard
· charitable arm of Columbia/HCA
set up in the business college
Healthcare. Cotp., was the largest
primarily ,for minorities so it can
single gift for scholarships in the
include students in. other departuniversity's history.
ments.
Kate Johnson, director of merit
Although no guidelines· have
scholarship programs, said the prebeen developed for appropriation of
vious record is $500,000. The unithe new money, Pollard. said at
versity's largest scholarship proleast 20 percent wiJ! go to· minorjll=I, the Singletary Scholars, gets
ities.
·
its money from the university's
general fund.
:· ... '
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College of Pharmacy.
Ei,1!
l'..
.
enough·:,'plail) it; ..:,they realize nobody is,
Studentj~der ,<;:rai'g .w:~t\irye{~~.!<i".: The C:Ou/ii:il, coinposed, of ab'o~t ''.:' kn!)'Yledge tci . pres~ht, . biit . they_ .. trying to_puf over ,somethirig; that's
These future pharmacists know terday su~m1tt~ one drlift cpdf: tg_ (.;:a dozen student .r~presentatiyes, 1s prese!'ted, anyway, }Ne. had ,not ove~oearing. -i;hef re not '.1Sl,mg for
the importance of a wrapper. ·
· the council, which_ tO?k no action /i'.' ~o., develop, ~ . plan for eventual ., even officraHy put this on the table po iean~; they,re j_ust askmg for no
. Jn
fr the past student but scheduled a meeting for Tue1,~-,:;,r&olllll)endation to Cohen.
. yet,'.' Wells said.
..
Jeans with .holes m them."
•
Id
m·b.
w
1 presi~~nt-elect
1 · · · · · · _of the . . .l\.lthough. college dress codes
leadersapageom
are stitching together
a day to d"·th
,_scuss e-rnatt'dth•·'''"W'tthink't
er m e~, -,;;t. :: • e_Ju~
I ~ou con
e s,:
proposed dress code for the Univer•
Under Wells' d~. w~ring,<;,rJJl\e,, !~•,t:he!!,_ professi9nal deyelop- i<:entucky_ Aqdemy of Stuqents of · might sotind like something out of
sity of Kentucky's College of Phar• , hats would. be proh1b1ted .11,1 ,.the,;,,.111eelnntfor. t.!i~ to be~ to th?,Jk of . _Pharmac,Y! .said. hi~. proposal w1s the 1950s, riiost,of the five colleges
macy.
.
·
p~cy buil4i~g, but T-shu:tii il\;'..{1.1'1,. ,; se_lves -as profess10nals, Co- .bas!!d_ on,-1deas '.'boliJ!-ced_ off' othe_r. that_ make· up/the lJK Chandler
studel)ts_ .an~, · \ldyisory council · Me'dicaj Center, (m_edicine, dentistPharmacy Dean Jordan Cohen "hke-new· cond1tion''.··-~ould be al:.' -'c'~~\\.-sa,_d,_..
.
said he asked the college's Student . lowed,. ''Nice shorts" would be OK;, . ,.. Still, Wells and some other · members. •-~e,-_sa1d ,m95t ~tu~ents. ry, pharmacy, nursing arid; allied
Advisory Council a few weeks. ago ,c cutoffs would be out. Overall, stu- · student representatives were com- · seem ~tive to dress gmdelmes. health professions)' alreaay have
to gather ideas for dress guidelines dents ."should ,maintain a neat ·ap- plaining about what they called a
"At· first. they don't like it' • scime gtiideline,s for student dress
·designed to give tlie college more ' pearance at all ~'?~•" and dress premature· re~o_rt on the i~ue in because_ it conjures ,up images of ' particulai;ly in iiistuices \vhere stu'.
professional atmo_sphere., ,,About· accor4ing to actiVtties. planned on yesterd'!y'sed1tion of the_Kentucky private_sc)lqol~ an4•s~ and.ties' . ~ents 'come in ·fontact·. with pa350 students alle enrolled m the any given day, the proposal recom- Kernel campus newspaper.
on everybody; But when you ex' ti_ents.
;\ .
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How to· succeed ii, bl!si- .
ness and industry .. may :
have as much to do with .
dealing .with people as .
with mastery of technical ;
skills
,- •·-- ;Ti•·:.: ~ : ;
sev'~ra1 .leaders 'in iiusi- ;
ness, education. 1µ1d gov-.;
ernment.-in,Kentucky_ say. :
that while techn,icaj $ills ,
will .be.· necessary for ·
mostjobs,.skills that help •
a. ,worker. cope w:ith
change· and with-.his• or .
her co-workers will also ,
be high on the list. . . .
,
The consensus "is that
employers, will· be· lopking .
for people who.are:-., "",,
►Able to '.communicate
their ideas, both .in virtting~and o~y. ._.. c._f.1-.! •~: l
►Abie to wiir1te1tiicttvely ·1ngroups to solve problezrui:>> <
►Adaptable to changes and·
wllllng to leari(~ey.'.. ~ - ·. I
Many. peop1e··a1teady, In tne
work force-need· to,be,trairied
how toc:wcirkitcigether: as:.a
unit, because, companies now
want worker·:teains. to.;solve
problems. 'rather'Ttlian ;manag_
ers to do"1t for;:tlieµi, ·S!l~d Bill
Huston,
ofithe., Kentucky Workforce Development
.-·.• \fJ"f.""~-..
::
Cabinet•. ,' ~-:).,_ ',#!:'
, ·. .. 't-~•f·:
H
Huston; who is also the commanding officer of,. the_ Coast
Guard Reserve unif'lri•:·Himtlngton, W,Y?:·• sa!d'. !!y:e~:)4~~
military is, ilow- "empoweftrig,
the work force•;· to,solve'jiro~
lems. -~~ ·-~f'./~'·7~~ J-2:tj~¥A~t&:ft~
"You can '.t · J_µst .wi,:itt a:
memo as a plant lillmager'aiiil'
sa , .'Do it;by ·coiisenstis'!~.'Pe'O:.:
p have"tci''!ie'trali:iei!""an'it'!it'
_,. ·- •,j•~·- - ,J,.;,.., ••-· .
takes a !orig time for peQple toi
trust and .. coµie . out'. ··or old;
modes of operation·soJhey .can,
.fit into this new 'style:· It can't'
be done overnight," lie said:':
Ron Eaglin, presidiint of
Morehead State University,
agreed.
"For so long we've pushed
this idea of the rugged individualist," Eaglin said. "From
what we know about the future work force, teamwork is
going to be very important."

.

'secretary
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MOREHEAD,'<(:{ 40351-1689

Eaglin said both students
and cUITent workers need to
expose themselves to different
types of people and different
views, because. diversity in the
work force is one of the leading trends.
All this doesn't mean that
the basics are unimportant, '
Eaglin added.
.

Su~ceeding
.
reqmres ..
technical~ ..
people
. ~. . ski]Js
·.
'.

UPO BOX 1100

The

~~e~~-~~i:ntd,

606-783-2030

"You have to know how to
read and write," he said. "A
lot of kids simply don't read."
Eaglin and Billy Harper,
president of Harper Iildustries
of Paducah and a co-chairman
of the state's Education Coalition Steering Committee, also
stressed the need to . know

-~;~ fi!!,''i~:t~~-,

math.,

"I've encouraged kids I ·talk •
to to take as much Engl!sh:and.
math and science as.R.O~~b~~r.
Harper sai~.
" --;· .Tfili~~~!,,l

u·c·a 10n 1s .:,~~
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Huston,·Cab~etsec~-- · . ;
Leaders aCI'J?~,_P,1,9,"~te m
government;s,ed~<:@t_i_on and
bus.iness say that Kentucky is
mo\iiµg• fcitward in · preparing
w;qrkei-.§ .for the challenges
they .Tace now;· arid will face.
Blit)i.o~oile ·suggests the state
snould~fest on'.'its,taurels.
.(
-~Y!to.n salii'!G'ov. · Breretoq
~~- re~,ctf!:!!!IHa:,!r;lp to
J6,p!¢":tv,'o y~~.IIBP<W'»ress~d
bY,{..what busmess, iel!d~rs 111
th,afgcijintry lilid]o Sl!Y~ ab9ut
K.~t~~ wor!t_~~,, : ..:~'." :"" !
.. Of,ffie'24 chief executive of!leers Jones spoke with· whose
corporations have plants or offlces in Kentucky 23 said the
Kentucky work' force was
more hard'working and. ·dedicated than Japanese workers.
The other CEO said they were
equal.
"I think if we can continue
the work ethic that Ken.tuckians in most cases have had a
history of, . we will be survivors," Huston said. "If we
don't maintain that type of

WORK FORCE_

·

~->=

,Ask Bill' Huston ,;)Yhat. i~
being don!! to .help,'\!workel'!1
prepare for the ;Jobs ;;of,~!! fu;
ture and he. ~ aJi()ll+,~yjral
ro ·
...the'. K'enfui:1W0Work!
toJ~veicipmijnt'Cabinef has
been,ta<tmtyed with.·s;,·1t;.-l'-Jf-i:';i' {;
•-~~i& wfi!l.§'.sinu~-t~
-:~:@!¼f!IJ\!!Qf.,'.~r!r~s!i1ie:.·roJls., ·

CRISIS IN THE

·

'

.HEL·P
,
. '
WANTED.

' work etlifc" ...; 'we 'wllr lie liis- .
ers -.,, ·' . · • ,. '·: fa ',t: .•,, . .
•However,, Husfon safd"• a
strong work ethic ·.alone. won't"
help workers i;irep~e for the
changes emergmg m business
and industry as:they take_(?n
global competition.
..
,
What the Japanese CE0s
didn't say, he noted, "Is that
probably the average Japanese
worker is better ·educated than
the average Kentucky __ work-_
er."
·
A report from .the Workforce .
Development· Ca.Iii.net sliowil
that in 1990, 32 'percent 9f'al!,'
K'entuckians age 25 or. plder·.
had not fihislied high school,'!
compared to 22 percent nationwide. Another 36 percent had
no education '. beyond high
school
.
.
.
Harper Industries,. a holdmg
c~mpany for ·several cons~chon related businesses m
Paducah, typically "employed
the unemployable," namely
hig~ scho?l dropouts, said
president Billy Harper.
~ut that. is changing.
• Those Jobs have gone away
to equipment," said Harper,
who is a co-chairman of the

I

l \.eillUl:KY

Education
FROM PAGE 1

Education Coalition Steering
Committee that is a sponsor of
the statewide "Help Wanted"
campaign.
Harper said that businesses
can no longer afford to "have a
bunch of foremen standing
around" telling workers what
to do. They need workers who
can understand what is going
on around them and make decisions.
"We now need people who
can read and write and think,"
he said.

Training and retraining
Being able to think and
adapt to change will be especially important in the future,
said Mike Ridenour, manager
of government affairs and
work force development for
the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce.
"Based on past trends, 10
years from now, 85 percent of
the technology to be used in
the workplace hasn't been developed yet," Ridenour sai?.
" But 75 percent of today s
workers will still be in the
work force."
That means workers must
be prepared to be trau:ied an?
retrained many times if they re going to survive, and the
state has to have the capability to provide that training,
he said.
"We've got to be cognizant of
the fact that there are skills
we will need to learn. but it's a
continuous process.... It can
never stop," Ridenour said.
The state's leaders have recognized the need for con~uing training and educat10n,
but need to get the message
across to the people, said
Harper's co-chairman, B111
Sprague; president of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation in Louisville.
"The leadership is out ahead
of the average worker," he
said. "We need to change that
and tell workers that lifelong
learning is very, very important."

School-to-work
'
I
Sprague,
Huston, Harper
and. others interviewed pointed to several strides Kentucky
has made to better prepare
workers. All of them · said
changes being made in schools
as part of the Kentucky Education Reform Act 'are positive
steps, especially the emphasis
on working in teams.
Huston said the 1990 creation of his Cabinet, the first
of its kind in the nation, also
was a positive step because it
put several stat~ agencies ~at
had been workmg on various
aspects of worker training and
education under one roof. The
Cabinet includes the Kentucky
Tech campuses, such as the
one in Ashland.
The state also is one of eight
to secure a federal grant to
create a school-to-work program. That · will enable high

sch ool s tudents to pick a
major and focus on classes related to that subject, while
working with businesses in
the community that need people with that particular training.
Students can choose to go
straight to work out of high
school or go on to pos~
secondary education in that
field, said Rodney Kelly, director of the state Division of Secondary Vocational Education.
Huston said the school-towork concept is part of a larger picture.

1ur

15,:;:ut:• auv•:~

has had a high dropout rate m
secondary and elementary education. We've had a low percentage of students that have
gone on to (post-sec~ndary education). The majonty of job
skills have (come from) on-thejob training," he said.
.
"Where on-the-job training
will always remain important,
we're going to have to, No. 1,
keep our students in school,
promote the school-to-work
concept .. . and then from
school to work to lifelong
learning. It all has to be conne_gtqd." _
. ...
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Co~puters put
college entrance
keystroke away
By RACHEL BECK
THE A SSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK - Applying to
college can be quicker and
faster these days for students
who use a computer link to get
test scores, teacher recommendations and forms galore
to admissions offices.
The College Board, the group
that administers the Scholastic
Aptitud e Test and other
exams, has developed a computer program that lets students build portfolios of their
high school records, research
colleges and financial aid and
obtain applications.
Its unique feature, however,
is its electronic computer link.
"It's the future of applying
to college," said Susan Fusco,
a College Board computer consultant. "It's fully automated.
No more paperwork. No more
hassle."
Students can use Explorer
Plus Guidance and Application
Network, or ExPAN, to send
applications to any college
that's part of the network and they get there within an

h0ur.
So far, ExPAN is the only
on-line application service.
· Students will still be required to mail admissions fees
and transcripts to each school,
but the College Board is looking into a way to transmit
those electronically as well.
"Kids can do their whole college search, from size to cost
to the important things like
the guys-to-girls ratio," said
Jenne! McGee, a computer lab
manager at Highline High
School in Seattle.
The College Board launched
ExPAN two years ago with a
pilot program in Washington
state. On e hundred high
schools and about 40 two- and
four-year colleges took part.
The program goes national
this fall with more than 400
high schools and 100 colleges
participating.
" College admission offices
are trying to respond to where
the world is going," said Richard Avitabile, director of admissions and enrollment management at NYU. "We want to
be on the forefront cf this new
wave."
•
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Betty COed groWs up .

T

o borrow a Baby Boomer

term, Right On! to University of Louisville undergraduate student
Mona Cohn.
She's the 48-year-old Prospect,
Ky., woman competing to be
crowned U of L's next homecoming queen. If she wins, she'll make
history as U of L's oldest queen.
Ms. Cohen could represent U of
L well. She's majoring in justice
administration and has a 4.0 grade
point average; you can't get better
than that.
The elections are set for Oct. 4th
and 5th, with a queen and king to
be announced Oct. 8th.
Whatever the results, Ms. Cohn,
a graduate of Louisville's Seneca

.

•q

:.·:

I·

.

!:

High School who has an eye .on
law school later ori, is alre~dy a
winner. Her candidacy makes a
statement for the large number of
women and men who've realized
that not attending college right
after high school need not preclude one's enrolling later on;
sometimes, as in Ms. Cohn's case,
years later.
Feminists can take credit, too.
Their agitation over the years has
transformed many once-sexist
competitions into ones in which a
woman can enter and be considered for her intellect, hard work
and talent. These attributes, unlike
physical beauty, tend to level the
field. They're more widely distributed among the general populace.

l~ew-age
royalty?

Mana Cahn,
48, wants ta
became the
University of
Laulsvllle's
oldest
homecoming
queen.
"The
student body's
changing
around here,"
she said.
"I thought I
caulc!
exemplify
that"
The Justice
administration
maJor says
· she'!!
campaign
heavily among
alder students
at UafL In .
trying ta gain
the crown.

UofLqueen
candidate, 48,

reflects changes _
By NIKITA STEWART
Staff Writer
Mona Cohn has already achieved a lot
in life: She bas owned her own business
and raised a child, and she is maintaining
a 4.0 grade-point average in college.
But Cohn, a 48-year-old Prospect resident, wants more - to go to law school,
for one thing.
Her most immediate goal, though, is to
be crowned the University of.Louisville's
oldest Homecoming queen.
"The student body's changing around
here," she said. "I thought I could exem•
plify that."
. .
Cohn, a junior, was the first person to
turn in her application for homecoming_
queen this week. All applications for
queen and king are due by tomorrow.
Ten finalists for each spot will be chosen
after interviews with judges (mostly
alumm) on· Monday. Elections are Oct. 4
and 5, and the winners will be crowned
Oct. 8 during the football.game against
North Carolina State.
·
Older students and others are already
campaigning for Cohn.
"fd like to see an older woman run,"
said Molane Arnett, ~2,.a s~tary_in a_
campus office. "I'm tired of this busmess
- 'You're over 21 and you've had it.'
Ain't that right?" Other women in the of•
flee nodded and waved in agreement.
Dave Shaw, assistant director of the
Student Activities C!!nter, sai.d he can't
remember any student older than the traditional college-age group ever· running
for king or queen at U of L
''If she gets the non-traditional vote to·
get out for her, she'll-have·a-real good'
chance," Shaw said. "That's a group that
generally doesn't vote,"·
_._ ·
Cohn, who.is majoring.insjustice ad•
ministration and minoring.in·political science, said she'll campaign-heavily among
older students. Last year 60, pen:ent of
U of L's undergraduates were 22 or older.
Nineteen percent were between the ages
of 31 and 59.
.,::;-.
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Cohn asked Access, a campus center
Cohn, who is on scholarship, said she
for non-traditional and returning· stu- studies about six hours a day to maintain
dents, to.be.her.sponsor. __ . __ ... __ .__ h!ll' 4.0 grade-point average and is planCohn didn't go to college as a young rung to attend law school when she
adult. Instead, she married shortly after graduates. "I want to do evetything I nev•
graduating from Seneca High School.
er did when I was younger."
By age 20 she had a son, .. and the re- · Younger students expressed surprise
sponsibilities of motherhood caused her yesterday that a woman as old as their
dreams of higher education to fade, she _mothers would run for. homecoming
said: ·· • . · , "' . >c .,,
. · :"• ,,. -.,,. "1 ·queen.
· · ,, ,i ~
-~ ., •;
After her divorce about 15 yeani'iigo,' .. · "I don't know how ·we11 she would do,"
she decided to move .to Florida. In nine said Kristy Johnson, 20, a junior from
years, ·she•worked. her way up to city Hart C01111ty. "But Fthink it's good that
manager of"Greybound· Bus Lines in there's a representative."
· ; '"
Tampa-and owned a boutique· in Day• ._· ''They're students, too/' said Darwin
tona, she said.· ·" . ·
· · ·"
Drake, 24; a seniorftom Louisville. "Age
Aliout four years ago;·she·moved back shouldn't matter."····
.,,;_
to the Louisville area to·. be 'with her
Cohn said she thinks she
~mpete
mother,· who was dying. Instead of mov- with '"kids," although she ·is· nervous
ing back to Florida after her mother's about her interview Monday.- "rll.be mydeath, she enrolled at U of L
·' ' self," she said.
.'
.,
"My work is. school," she said. "fve
"Us,old folks should. have a chance to
become a nerd."·
:·, _.... · do it,loo," she __s_aid. "Mona for Queen."
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Colleges adapting to reform
by Harvard University: Stu- students' skills to help place
dents need "to acquire the them in an appropriate college
habit of puzzling over math- or junior college.
;;
Getting into college is a pri- ematical relationships. The
In Kentucky, the academic'
ority for many of Kentucky's ability to wrestle with difficult deans of 15 private colleges·
high school students: The problems is far more impor- met earlier this summer at
Council on Higher Education tant than the knowledge of Georgetown College to talk
estimates that 44 percent of the · many formulae or relation- · about how colleges could use
more than 36,000 students who ships."
·
high school portfolios in adgraduated· from public high
The small· selective college, missions and In the awarding
school in Kentucky in 1993 which deals more often with of scholarships. Admissions
went on to two-year .or four- · highly talented and sometimes personnel from those colleges
year colleges.
· unconventional students, are to meet soon to continue
What effect does education seems more willing and able to the discussion, said Ben Oldreform have on the college ad- · accept unusual items such as ham, Georgetown's director of
mission process? Some time in portfolios as part of the ad- graduate education.
the future will Kentucky stuThe principle behind these
dents be able to substitute missions process. However,
large
state
universities,
which
efforts
is to get educators talkportfolios, proficiency levels,
traditionally
have
relied
on
·
ing.
When
educators .at the Kand performance events for standardized tests and other
the transcripts, standardized quantifying measures to cull . 12 and college levels start talktests, and other measures tr,1- •large pools of applicants, are ing together, they can begin to
ditionally relied on by ad- also working on adaptations to agree on what students need to
missions committees?
their admissions processes.
know, not only while they are
Reform has yet to effect th~
A task force at the State Uni- students but when they graduprocess colleges and universi- versity of New York recently_ ate as well.
ties use to admit students, and recommended that from the
When high schools produce
it will be several years before ninth or tenth grade, students students with the skills that.
change does take place. Assess- begin "a continuous authentic colleges and universities say
ments, like the KIRIS exam assessment experience that is successful students need, evused in Kentucky, do not yet maintained throughout their eryone benefits. Higher educaproduce reliable results for an high school years and create tion has a stake in education
individual student.
an assessment product (like a reform, and· many institutions,
But in Kentucky and else- portfolio) that could be taken realizing that, are taking part
where, first steps are being with them to college and used . in that reform through the adtaken to broaden the college there for academic planning missions process.
admissions process. Many col- and advisement."
leges are working to adapt
Tennessee's state university
their admissions procedures to and community college system ALICE H. DAVIS is director of
accommodate the new Ian- has an assessment arid place- communications of The P.richard
gua ge and methodology ment program that provides Committee for Academic
brought about by reforms na- information about high school Excellence.
tionwide. Ironically, it is the
LExlNGTON HERALD-I.EADER, WINGTON, KY. ■ THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 15;1.994
small, private college that has
~,ecg_L-.-,., .•g,..
.. •·.--..
·About 40.·pe{.-."cei.'11§1-the money
led the way.
Listen, for example, to this
came, fro~ ,i,eiv.@ils'.tomers; Wed·---~,-.,,,s.--·-,_,,.,.r., · ..-':ii·.A,.
dingtori said';yesterdayAThe\,restatement Issued by the academic deans of 12 private colleges in Pennsylvania: "We are
as concerned with how stu..... ~-----,-,r;r...~-:s-::f~~•:
.,,-•,.---·.•
l;._f;J-.').
,...;. ,t·-·.;~.::"}•':.::.;,i,,,!r,~lh;.;.•~
•.·1
W here WJ"th.·
OUt the.W'ld
,] cat TD CD•
dents learn as with what they
·.- •·: t•~~-· t}t~H-:~tt~~jl;?\·~~;-,:;~--~-:"!~ ..:·
"We are~'Veiy'?pi~,;_:: Wedlearn. What we learn - knowldington said -:-"so'p!~:in'fact,
edge of facts, process, and concepts -· Is critical to success·
in.
in college. How we learn is
. ;, .'. :3.BiJIM J~RDAN ·_ :· _:., , . " UKUK ~askbaetlbal!,· I se~t'tl:1!1,t:~?
equally critical:"
HERAL0-1..EADER BuslNESS WRITER
w'°?tht th ~'~ ·.
t "•
Or to this advice on math
•
•
• '··.•.
.· ••
• _1
. e_!OO_•=_.
__:'~•- cus omfrom "Choosing Courses to
Some UK ~s wei;e cheenng I ers investat:least· $1,000 for one
Prepare for College" published
for two re:i.s9n~ . Sab/fdaf . whe,n Iyear at the base riife;of4.4 ·percent.
Isaac Curtis scored Kentucky s
. Th _bank· • · ·· · '··,':-th" te 01
THE COURIER.JOURNAL~~FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1994
only touchd9wi1 i1gainstF~ogda._ .
·. · te; . ~~UK-,ct·· e"~d- .. ;
UK had· JJOiiiis . on :tlje, board
percen ,or ev~.,. •-- t. 9ucu. o~
U of• L-·faculty's
'!lil~m'
)
•
1t{,,-i-,i..:.,t~ • ,,
d Sal
viii
N ti'ria!'Bank had' .0~, percent fori;!lJ.!!,ljl';cp~me game
an
yers t.-~. ,9,, · ,. . · .. , won, 10 percent· fat/every away
Recently; I attended the 11,SSembly at the
adtded .Othl ;_.perceWiilndt,. tto_ :TD.
theCD
_ mt_eies_.
gaine ·won, ·.10·;~t, for bowl
University, of Louisville at which an .overra e on ...~:.,:,
err • ,.. ca
•. --·w·,, b"d
· ·•fi'--•·~·
,.~ 1· Vl·ctory
whelming majority of the faculty yoice<I op·'•a·"'"
,-·T;
1· ,..15, percent.
or~;uuw
The•wrn,s pres1 ent,' ·lnl" ;·
· · _.,. ,,-,,.fo·,.. "' ,, -, ·
position to· the changes in. the, µniversity's
third
an~ 1 percen~';~mt, -,,or.-. a
W,edA:-~·,,,. ,, "iIJi····.· '£
organization that are about to be adopted
~~•C?!I., was , PPY.., or a . ; national champ10nshiji.: ·--.
·..· '.by the school's board of trustees: I fully ex-_
r~son - tile $460,000 mv~ted 10
,,,After SaturdaY'.s' 73-7 loss to
Wildcat .Touch
Down
Fl·"
·-.0 ·•sru
· "d "
· •t
pecteo tliat this iiiomeiiiinis everjf.Would be
· ·· - th"
· Certificates
began
on•aa, .Weddmgt·on•
ue 1sn
fD
, front-page news in. The Courier.Journal the.
0
epos,t smce . e program
worried about payiiig for a national
two weeks ago.
__.,,;
cham.. .. hi
·..... :.. · .,·.. '' ·
next morning. I did not find an account of
·
p10ns p. . -::-;-;;,,, •: /1,c, ·,••
what had transpired at U of L on·.page I,
·But thanks to-=.UK's-20-14-vicnor· even on the front page of the Metro
tory
agamst Louisville' in the seasection. Only in the middle of page ll :was When the best trained and most experison opener, the Wildcat CD is. now
there a story _about the dramatic stand .fl!k· enced coll~ge teachers and research ·schol•
payillg 4.49 pen#ifonterest.:
en by the U of L faculty against the poliaes ars in the city raise an alarm about what is
"The great tlJing . about this
of the board of trustees.
· , ,,
happening to higher education in· our
product is ' that.- it giycs _you the
The professors at U of L. among them community, perhaps the media, and the
sense of gambling without the
world-class experts in education, manage- citizens of the commonwealth, would do
risk," Weddington said. ''You can't
ment, the sciences and the arts, have is- well to take more notice.
lose principal or interest Your rate
sued a warning that what the bureaucrats
LEE SHA! WEISSBACH
can only go up."
and business people who control·the uniProfessor and chairman
versity are doing is hurting our school's
The CD is available through
Department of History
ability to prepare students for the future
the end of the football season.
University of Louisville
and to increase knowledge in the world.
Louisville 40292
· Weddingto~ got the idea for the
Wildcat TD CD from Central Bank
& Trust Co. in Lexington. .
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1 of2 black
deans at UK
will leave
job to teach
BY LUCY MAY
HERALO-l..£,\DER EDUCATION WRITER

One of two black deans at the
University of Kentucky has an- ;
nounced he will leave his position :
in June to return to teaching.
·.
J. John Harris ill - dean of the .
College of Education since 1990,.
when he became UK's first black ·
dean - said he told _university ,
officials when he took the job that-.
he planned to stay in it for thr~ to:
five years.
"I made a promissory note to :
my family and myself that I
wouldn't stay any longer," Harris
said yesterday. "I believe in higher
education we need to always have
fresh insight and vision."
Lexington campus Chancellor
Robert Hemenway said he soon
will appoint _a .committee to conduct a national search to replace
Harris, who came from Cleveland
State University. . •
Just last month tlie-.!}luncil on
Higher Education released a report
showing UK is behind in its goal of
having 7.6 percent black administrators by the. end of this fiscal
year. In fact, the university's percentage of black administrators has
dropped from 4.1 percent in 1987 to
2.7 percent in the· 1992-1993 fiscal
year, according. to the report •
Because UK hasn't made
enough progress. in its· hiring of
black .administrators ailcl several.
other gpalsi it cannot apply for any
new programs ~year.:,.··-:. _;,;"Cc.

H~~-

Harri~-:sala"11~\iiiiiiJ
way. and UK .Presid!!nt Charles.

r;::3
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'

Wethington are committed to a
more diverse faculty and that it's a
matter of "staying the course" to
improve.
The university's oth~r black
dean is Retia Walker, dean of the
College of Human Environmental
Sciences.
In his announcement, Harris
praised the education college's fac- ·
ulty and staff for their "steadfast
and untiring work" during his
tenure.
"This has been an exciting
period in Kentucky's educational
history, and it has .been personally·
rewarding to have been involved in
it,"· he said. ..
· Harris plans to return ·to teaching and academic· research in the
college after stepping aside if he
remains at UI(he said, adding that.
his wife teaches arid does research ·
at the University
of Virginia
.
. The. UK education college's en-:
rollment has risen. by about 15 ·
percent since 1990, and the number·
of faculty members has inc;reased:
from 85 to 102, Hemenway said. .

.

The year· ~ s t~k over, .the:
college had three black ..faculty ,
members and now has 18,;lie said.:
The number·· of. female · faculty
members has increased from.24 to,
43, ·and two ·of the college's depart- ·
ments are now chaired by women.
for the·first tiriie•in the college's
history, he said: · · · ,. ,
"Harns said diversification of.
the faculty and staff at the college
was one of his. top goals ·wlien
taking the dean's job, and lie feels
he has succeeded..
·
. "The university is very grateful·
to John for his ·strong leadership,":

Hemenway said. "As the national
spotlight continues to focus ' on·
education in Kentucky, -it is _essen-:
tia!' that we find a person who.
continue the- work of;,dev'eloping:.
great'educators
for the 21st centu-,
,,
,._ .
~·· .!:;.:, ,:•.t .• "~:.:--=· '.
ry..
. ... - . ,., .

can.:
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Community colleges team up on. $40~1;llillion drive
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer
Prestonsburg Community College
desperately needs a new building
for its health-education classrooms,
laboratories and clinics.
Lexington Community College
wants to increase _its scholarship
funds.
Jefferson Community College in
Louisville needs $250,000 cash by
next spring to keep a $500,000 challenge grant it won from the U.S.
Department of Education last year.
And Madisonville Community
College needs a new building to
hou£e its swelling science and technology classes and laboratories.
How soon those needs will be met
depends heavily on whether Kentucky's community colleges succeed
in tapping private donors for $40
million - the ambitious goal of an
unprecedented fund-raising cam-

paign. The colleges h~ve ,never tried
to raise so much inoney, and
they've never worked so closely together on fund-raising, said Timothy Burcham, director of the ',Opl•
munity college system's development office in Lexington.
At a time of tight state budgets,
Kentucky's pub~c colleges are having-to rely more on private money,
he said.
.
"The bottom line is, the colleges
don't have a choice," Burcham said.
"Either they have to find more
sources of income, or they will have
to limit access."
So far the 14 community colleges
have raised or obtained pledges of
about $14.5 million, with Paducah
responsible for $10.4 million.
Some of the s~hools - including
Paducah and Elizabethtown - are
further along because they began
pl8;'1ning ~arlier: Most s~~uld be
fimshed with their fund-rmsmg over

pai~;

· tlie next year, with ·;plidg~'
projects . for th~ schooi, iricltl!fing ·,.·•-··•··-••"--·---•·- · - - - - - - - - - - - - -....
within five years.,
,· . ,
, the health center in Prestonsburg, a
COMMUNITY COLLEGE GOALS
The effort began in 1992, ·when, classroom building in PiKeville and.
·
the University of Kentucky Commu- new computer and communications
·Chart shows number of donors so far, the amount raised and the
nity College System hired Ray Cle- technology, she said.
goal for eacti community• college.
ments & Associates, · a Salt Lake
Money for scholarships is espeCollege
Donors
Amount
Goal
City fund-raising consjl)tant. Cle- cially important, Floyd said, bements has helped each college plan cause 70 percent of the school's stu:
Ashland
23
$19,466
$4 to 5 million
and manage its campaign.
dents get some fonn of financial aid
Elizabethtown
199
1,088,396
2 to 3 million
The finn is being paid $1,356,250,th
and 60 percent need more than
Hazard
.152
1,233,910
3 million
over three years for its services ey're getting.
Henderson
2.5 to 3.5 million
about two-thirds its regular fee .for
The situation is similar across the·
1OD '
33,000
similar projects at individual col-, state at Madisonville Communiiy
Hopkinsville·
128
175,994
2 to 3 million
leges, Clements said ·
College, where campaign manager
Jefferson
. 284
215,035
4.8 to 5.8 million
Clements also, was the consultant John Peters hopes to ·add 10 percent
Lexington
,
1
26 667
5 to 7 million
for the $20 million University of to 15 percent to the ,school's annual
Kentucky library campaign, for budget over the next. fivf,l years by
· Madisonville
240
306,288
3 to 4 million
which it received about $120,000 for . raising $3 million to $4 milli<>n.
Maysville
O
O
2 to 3 million
a more limited set of services.
. The money woµlcl help tl!e. school
Owensboro 1
137
332,313
2 to 3 million
Deborah Floyd, president of Pres-, meet' conunlinity .needs for new
Paduc:ah
.
211
10, 426,826
4 to 5 million
tons burg
Community . College, courses; help "el!%' .!jt\lde~is ·and'
h~p~s some of the $2 milllo~ to ~3 pay for campus improvem~ts,. "It • Prestonsburg '.; 255
389,274
2 to 3 million
million her school plans to rmse will also would.provide more of a direct,'
Somerset
O
O
1.5 to 2.5 million
go tow111;d scholarships. iin'po"""_·,_'t personal link between the peopl; · Squtheast
181
285,212
2 to 3.3 million
That JS one of four
..~, we serve and the- coJ1ege," Peters
said, explaining that ihe campaign
will make Western Kentuckians
" more aware of the school. ·
Raising money is only one part of derstimd the COll!1!1~ty, .college'.s
the campaign, aiid probably not_ the purpose, viewing it as a 'last'chance
college.' ,,
.
most µnportartt at flrl!l, point, Burs
The strategic plan also points out
cham said.
' I
·
·
1: •
•
• , I
1
! .
that one'third of the Lexington fac;
The planning proce~~ helped the ulty _and staff will retire in !J!~ next
colleges focus ori important issues 10 years and says !Jiey 11\BY, ~e diffi·,
and start \alkm,g .~lh ,doqorl! aµd cult to replace, because-Its salaries
other community leaders about are low.
'
·
their needs, he said.
.
At Jefferson Community College,
For exampie, Lexington Commu- the $17.8 million assessment of
nity Coll!lge's strategic plan says school needs far outstripped the
that "Lexington residents do not tin- $4.8 million to $5.8 niilliiiri consul-

tants and community leaders believe the college can raise In Louisville. The needs. include a new allied-health and natural science
building,_ n~w _equipment and tele.communicatioµs facilities and schol-

~hlps.

1
:

;,The $17.8 million is what we
· need," said the campaign's man,agei", Allison Serey. "But in a town
where there are so many wonderful
opportunities for giving, we had to
be realistic."

INSTmJTIONAL RELATIONS
MOREHEAD STA1E UNIVERSllY
UPO BOX 1100
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Businesses
make· wants,
needS
knoWii
Educdt6r; . · :'; ':' ·.' .: , ·.. -'; -.
.

. .

CRISIS IN-THE)
WORK FORCE'...
. .

strive to
corµply.·>.\
.

.

'

HELP.··.,,,

By TONY FARGO
.. ~'-:.."' ~i
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

WANTED.-.

ASHLAND, -,)3usiness ·i_s
changing, _.and so is ..the; busi- I to:do_the job l!e_fore hiring him
ness of higher !)ducati_op..·, .. , . ! or. her, said .~<?grdlna~or::J:om
-·Educators .at' Ashland ComBtimley.... · ~:r;.~:::~~:.·..:·~-·;:;-,:~-;_: >·
niui:i.i ty;:.,_c;i:,jI!ige;, ;Kin tuck:,:
-"This is :money a··company
Techtii'o Ashland,, C@IP~-- ~d . does not haytl .to . ~pitn\l. (Th!!
Morehead .S~te Univ~i:s1cy say ' company) cloes not have to ·
they are .. gearing,._p_rograms
gamble on· an individual after ·
more:foward ..what. :11.\lsin~sses.• they hlr~ the~;''. !li(~ai~:- , ,:::/ ;
•
. ,, 1 • . • •, ,._;. -·.. ~- ... . .
•
say,_they. niied: an_d J!)Q..ltjP,g }pr..
ne.w .waY5 to,J!,!)liY~iJ~\C~~-. ,_.·.
.,.T~@/IP.CP.-!!f/~j(~i!g:Wg i ,: ACC ~siilenkQllarles..l>l!l!,;:,
mcfie :·sv.~s!iµµJ!,l;,,c,p~~fld :. ' sance said ·his·~scho9l-::iilso'/is'0
training programs _t:or;)?_!!m-,.e~- ' · doing specialized tralnilfg •.foJ'.'."·
isting and ,new w~rke1:1;- -~aid
companies such _as ·AIL Steel,
Howard Moore; regional__ex~cu,. .Calgon.Corp. and.Max!m·(;oal. _
tive·· dfreclor for.'Kentilcky · · "Community colleges '•ai;e· ·
Tech and vocational ·_scnool
la · . •. ai1 increasingly. i.mpor- .
campuses· in_ 20 · eastep1,"_K¢.ji.-_ I
'in.'workplace. ·.tr.ilii.tucky counties. · ·: : .'. .. ~ C.'. .
, mg.and
retraining,"
lie.said.:.·
,-.
.,, ,
"'-• -- - r"
One example is a, ·welding
ACC hopes. to mcrease.•what
program to begin ne_xt month
it's doing in work force trainat. the Ashland vocational : ihg·by raising funds-to·endow
school to. upgrade _the certifica!1- ,_center _for work place .qualtions of about 300 w_or)l:ers 11 1ty; he said.
·,,,., ·_ •. •.';;,,',· ·
being c;alled· back .to CSX , At Morehead State UniverTransportation's_-Ra~~~-£~, sity, the Deparfment··of·lnd1!5Shops, Moore said.........,., __ , _,•. trial 'Education and.:.TeclinolAnother;- example :"i.s,t.~~.Pr8•:. ogy:.·is..._c!ev~~<lPJ!J:~'.',_adv~sq_r.y
gram ~rinded by ,.Aslil!l:1.1f'. Qil
boards made ·up ,,_of••busmess
Inc.. in-,which Ken~cky '!-'!lC!1. ; arid . industry 7 representativifa· .
trains people to§ Jle.~!:Jie~1c~: to·help-change· flie ·curriculum,.
plant operators, m·part·usj.iig,.; ' liaid chairman .Charles Cpd,·.
a miru.afure refihety:'ili'.Ol).~;~r;
.dington. ·.· · ;;'.:-:. '2;:7.i':-s-,,•. ':·
its buildings.·· ·· .•t~'1,)f.i.;f0:s'}1J~l
: '!In«•the pas1; · much· of. t)l.e ·
The applied. prcicess.Jecpii<?l:;: curriculwn at .all schools ·was ·
ogy program, in its·tNf~.t~•· formed. in_isolation ..by, __small",
has graduated. 74,ypeople.,,· Qf-; gi;oups," he said. "We no longthose,. 71. percent have i.foun? _- , ef can do"that. We don't have
permanent job~ at Ashlap.cl _on. all the answers.'.'
---.,. . - .._ . -···•
and .at other. oil..anc:I, c'1em1pal.;
Coddington has . also apcompanies as:far-awaYas Billp_ointed Robert Hayes to ·_be aings, Mont., said Ricluµ-d Kenliaison between the ·departdall director. of the ·Kentucfil'.. ment and business and _indusTech Ashland campus:
..
try.
Most of the others are in
Transferable skills
temporary positions that may
Coddington and Kentucky
become permanent.
·
'Tech's Moore said their
The advantage of the proschools are changing the way
gram is that companies can. degree and diploma programs ·
save time and money by know-are set up to stress more skills
ing an applicant has the skills
that students can take from
•job to job.
-~~

·~,,~g.;,I•P-i<Ji~,atij•~~,-_~funL~

1

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030

For example, Coddingto~ii'
department.used to have l~Ae, .
gree programs. Now it"_has
four that offer both associate
and bachelor's degrees, and a
fifth industrial education track .
that offers only a bachelor•.~ .
degree.
·
The purpose was to make ·
students able to do several. different tasks, he said.
· , ,. · : ·
At Tech, instead of.teacliinir.'
computer skills separately . as
part of each· individual program, there may be one com- .,
puter .class for people. fro,~ ...
several different disciplines,
Moore said.
·. - :1 ,·
· That allows ..students .t6isee:
how skills - can transfer-to,
other jobs, he said.
. :..,:/,;::;:,,
There is also more of aii. 'e11f.S
phasis on. academics, such:as::
physics,. i:lfi:n;yistcy: anti math'.hB,said: · ;! ....~ •· .... , ___ ·-\-C-.
."It's _irilp9~siii~e to'teac~;f
one skills w1tho.ut acadellllcs.,..;;
Moore said. ''We've always~
taught a_!:ademics,-:but,~:Vle_:
didn't alwayi, get ci;-edit;.foro,
that ,..._ ·:·: ~- ·~i.-/=·-.:....;:"..;, •.:; . • ~1~
:;1ir:
areas;-KeiHu~l{'.y,':
Tech and ACC jointly offer.
programs,-witli sttiaent!r get:·
ting. academics at :ACC_aruL
skills_training,.at .Tei:h.--hec
·said. ~ ;·? ·. :J:°"; !!,;.•
'. -ACC's Dassance said'the!.~1
1~(jho~1s~~l~~oQ~jyo~:t
relationship.,; - . '· · · -·<'-1'-'i<'it,'i\x;
.,inassance, said .heds.:seeintn
many. employ°ed. and -laid-off1
workers ..:"Ji.o ar~- updating~
their skills or :.seeking degi:e~s !
oil their own. . -·•·a·-·.,.,,,, ;;l.·ru
,Popular. coti'rse1f'Incliiae;'.
computer instruction, from tha ·
basics to specific· software_-J1p_:~
plications, . but ''.we '.lit¢ra}J3.!,--;
run the gamut from literacy-to·•
math skills to more specific
skills that businesses say tliey"
need," he said.
.:. .....,,.
·. ·_
Dassance said',coniliiiling edi~
ucation courses that.de~
interpersonal·skills suclfl!S ac~~,
tive listening, .. how ,to~iv.~ •
-f~dback and)ho_~Jo giv_!!:m,f',
seiltations are also populiir;;.. ;;':..Ii;
,'.;Workers in all sorts of_:.lo6s;ftom. iniiu·strfal· to·-;ifrotii?.
sional, neeil,:bettef':-internerr:
s.oiial skills'·fcf:"!t~ii:IJY-fth',_f
changes iii
--workplace·thaH;
-requ!re.-employees to ·wo,rJtjn'
teams, adapt to changes quick' ..
. ly and take more responsibil- ·
ity for maklng · the· coinpiiily successful, Dassance said. ·
In the classroom, there is
more 6f an emphasis on collaborative learning, in which
students work in teams, rather
than the traditional model of a
teacher standing in front of a
class doing most of the talking,
h!J said.

some .

~z::.:~~~~r~
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►Businesses
FROM PAGE 1
"We're trying to help people
learn how to learn," Dassance
said. "This is really a significant change."
At Morehead, Coddington
said his department teaches
the importance of lifelong
learning by sending students
to technical and professional
meetings.
__
· "Students realize now that
they're going to have to
change as needs change in the
workplace," lie said.
MSU President Ron Eaglin
said. his school must· also
adapt.
MSU is looking· iit' ways to
get more services tQ_ communities; he said. He cited· an executive master of. business admlnisiration program the university created in Pikeville
with ifs local advisory board,
as well as expanded .tourse offerings at its regional centers
-in, Ashland,. Prestonsburg and
West Liberty.
•-,.·.. · · .
"We've: come to_ realize we
must be·flexlble·.or~·we're not
serving. the community,". ·Eaglin said.
.
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KET has

KET can use its satellite and
studio facilities to beam· programs to small groups in various places. For example, Tassie said the satellite facilities
are used to provide adult educators with a monthly series of
training programs.
Tassie and Mary Olson,
higher education manager for
By TONY FARGO
KET, said that the satellite
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
system has been used for
training or teleconferencing by
LEXINGTON - Kentucky
everyone from Girl Scouts to
Educational Television has exfood preparers at day-care cenpanded its mission to offer
ters.
more continuing education
Because KET is hooked up
and iraining services.
to studios at each state university,- it can also offer training KET Marketing Coordinator
Sarah_Green ~a\d·the network
programs developed outside of
has developed ·a- learning pro:
Lexington, Tassie said. For exgram for .businesses that need
ample, Eastern Kentucky Unito help· employees· upgrade
versity has produced training .
their skills.
·
. .
programs for . foster parents
The· program·. -uses videoand law enforcement groups.
tapes and workbooks ·and com- · Those courses have been disbines existing. KET learning
tribute,(!,,: tg,\ remote, sites·
series in Teading, writing and.
throughout Kentucky';_ •Tassie ,
math. A .business
buy the
said: · . .. _,.;,::-;;~:• · · ·, ' :. ~t{JjL~..;_·:i:l
whole package or parts of it..·.
. EKU also· has -produced a·.:
"Adµ1t·:educators are. telling
"Iife;s~s•' · t!'illriing:Course for. ;
us· a lot or··buslnesses are too
prisoners tinder a~•federal ·;
small .to seLup, their_ own sys;
grant;;h'el:saitli'KE'l'.'transmits ·'
tems and need help to'.Ji:elp en'tlie,ptogrilins'Jto'•:s~veriir'prls
ons"sifuultlmeously;· !:,:Ei:'f;:t,' ,-<'
hance the basic skllls£aij.d par'
ticular!y math,"Gteen said.
: .cfon1tadvani1Ce .oi:thl!.1tP......
r&-·'
-The Worksite Skills En-~~ i~]~t:4.;rti~tjc~;Yf~fs_!l'd.:-:
hancement System is espe- . •c.urity;,c-oncerns 1rassociate ·."
wit:lii:havm/:',:an'iiiistnlctor:·go;
cially useful for companies
that are upgrading to- new ' jfifo(a pnsiin'·lie'said:-.'-'~:+•,"':-;,,
"15/fr~i~•s,iid::KET:.origjii;fuy'~
techn9!ogy, such as computers,
and need their employees . to . ' ;JiruF. ·iilanneceto.:lie-cniore: a ,. . '
µf r~i:riiitl.Ii'i:;i®'(i;s .,
improve their· readipg and:
to::use·-the'system for,,fraining.
math skills to keep up, .she
and'. te!iicoiiferencilig, oiff.:bii-~:.'
said.
·
.
·~11se
:of2bµdget cuts,bastliaiESo far the package, one of
?tar. tlie .
KET's first ventures Into nonbroadcast servicJ!s, has b_een .· ,~J#eli;ls}~vjylable,p,n!Y.i!!i:[~.~
.or, govel'IUllllll,L,
sold to only ·a-couple' of·,busi- t·.:,,profiC.gmups,
· ...- ,-::..•"~., •-;1"-'=t':~0 •::.:..:,':'.l~~.!t?J;rJ;.Ji'-tl!..:ia,.;;M;~'1.agenc1es~wf11f!Y.,.&'~~~~~-~.rtu~-;;!i~.k~
nesses in. Kentucky,
..
preen.. .
. ' ., ..... "
"We're a little bit con-. :
.
Said.
strained. atl the. momenLwith -.
KET offers consulting serthe · state budget · b'eing _, cut · •
vices for a company buying
back
.... There's a·lot of paten- .
the program, and also sells a
tial in it;" Tassie said: · · · · ·' '
guide developed by workplace
experts on how to administer
it. Green said most of the work
THE COURIER-JOURNA[
can be done· by employees in'
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBERTt, 1994'.
dependently using the tapes
and workbooks· ·-··- ,.- ... ,,, .. ,., ........ ·
KET's·satellite:r;i:'ili.ii;~,•~~t
•
, --t..,,_t~,te ,_ ... ~·
COLUMBIA, Ky. - IJndsey,W-dson.College ha
provide; Mlilr•.tfajhing:·. opset a record for on-campus .enrollmeilHoMhe .fa
portuniµesN:sald'c:Tiin- Tassie,.
.direl:tpr. of;,i:ese~c!l,. and-plan- '
semester, A total. of 1,2_77 .students ~.:,~.·.:
....... _lled
up 9.1 percent from last year.
,,-.,rrr1.-:·
'
nini;.- i.- ·. :~1:?.f.6?:?fii(t§fJ~~(JJ;~_;;~: ·:;' ~i
, LlndseyW!lson now has 555stuci;~,!iving
. Tassie said 'KET.has·satellite·
' campus, 85 more than the p~vious iilCOrd, set a
dishes ·at'..1;~07:sit'es,¥fate#Jdei',i
year ago
~-•,\f--c· ·:· inclt1dlng );3,00 ·pµblfc..s_clio9.ls,,
-The c~llege, founded In 1903, is a f~1~{y"ear
Dishes:are'also,•afciiiost·· Iiorar,/
institution affiliated with the United Methodist
ies';w4 all:state'.parlts,~. :,:-3:~-.;;;;~
, _._,..;t~_r::: :· ~ ,· -.:~:.J.i,::c.stu.:~.• ~c·dt.~•
Church.

training
packages

can

0
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"totcliai-ge

UK buys air tirrie for

news: The University of Ken-

tucky is going after a. wider .•
audience for its monthly=!Yr..,,
news program, "UK News-Re-port" F"or the first-time, UK is
buying air tim_e from commercial TV:·station.for the
show. The school is paying
$600 a month to air the program on Channel 36, said Carl
Nathe, co-anchor of "UK News
Report."
·
Beginning Sunday, the
show will air at 12:30 p.m. on
the thml,Sunday of each-month on Channel 36"in place
of:the "Hensley Report."_-:- :;-;: _;

a

· ·iiie UK program ;waree

-.

of:charge on several cable sys- ·
terns in .the state, including TeleCable of Lexington, and on

KET:

-"-

·.

. ·:· ·.

:-

. ----".'I-...._

·1

••

· "The .more the memer 1s
om' approach," Nathe said, ·... · ·
-...

--<

•
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COMMENTARY

Morehead professor's essay
questions Bible's fufallibili~
F
takes

or a moment, forget the batwhomever - handwritten copies
are-being.driven from Baptist
tie within the Southern Bap- ·of which eventually_made up the
institutions as heretics.
tist Convention over the
Bible - were inspired by God
Weir argues in favorof the
role that women will (or won't)
and are completely free from ermoderate position but
it a
play there.
rors of doctrine, scienee or histostep further perhaps. And 'he.deForget it because ifs only a
ry.
fines.the issues for a secular, .
symptom of a in4ch larger civil
Thing is, everyone agrees that
academic audience rather than
·
war within
·: .the_ originals don't exist now _and
confining it to Baptist insiders.
-Southern Bap- .
that most, if not ~I. were already
He first wrote his essay 10 '
tist circles: the
.. lost when ·the i:aiion was formed.
years ago, But he says he was
15-year-old diviWhich leads to "infallibility."
threatened with losing his former
sion over
That's thEfidea that God so closejob, as a Baptist-college professor
whether the.·
ly; imarded the process of Biblein Texas, if the piece saw prinl
Holy Bible is in- making that even copies of the
"'I've always felt a little bit
errant and infal- originals and, in some cases, .
ashamed at agreeing not to pub- ·
lible.
copies of copies were "not proneIish i~ w he told me this week.
PAUL
'· Now that's
to cause error."
._.F;P
So,he published it no}V. It:.
a ,fight - truly
'!'fr non-Baptists, the whole is- doesn't question conservatives' .
PRATHER
the.mother of
sue might seem silly.
";;
cliaracter, but exposes what Weir
HERAL6LEADER
otlier·Baptist .
But for Southern Baptists, it's
sees as holes in their logic.
REJJµJON WRITER
fights.
not silly; the implicatioris .are
. The Western Recorder, theAnd Jack
enormous. Baptists !llways have
state's Southern Baptist newspa;
Weir, a·Morehead State Universidepended upon the Scripture as per, just devoted-nearly two'en~:
ty philosophy.professor, has·
their sole_authority- "no_creed
tire newspaper pages to·exaniin-·
jumped headlong into the fray.
but the_B1ble," they saf.'
..
,. ing Weir's scholarly ar&1!111ents._:
Weir, a former Baptist.pastor,
· . ,For many of them, (f !\1e Bible _, . _.. 1=6t~uce his 22-~E! t~nie-to
recently published a fascinating - 1sn t perfect, then_G6d_ 1sn t p_er- . - -a.few paragraphs, Weirsays _that
essay about the Bible debates in
feet because God msprred the
-· some biblical. books clearly never
Southwest Phil~~phy Review, a
writing of the Book.
..-- haiian·"original" manuscript;'fasect!la!"c"l!ca.!lemJc J_?umal.
: · ,", If the Bible is inerrant and. - : ... stead, they .were woven.foge.!Jier
.;! kriiiw. Some <Jfyou gen~:,- ''-"'. i~llible; ~s conservativa,; ~I?- . .: "from various d_cicuments"~/!,IRt
readers already ·ait: Jost -,. ,,}>-· · tend, then 1t settles most rehgious
anonymous editors. . _ ~,:.i;c\c •
literra!_!/? Infallible? __ : ._'-:-"' ·' questions once and for all time..
-- And numerous tenets'qf"tli_e;·
·0ne problem, Weir says, is : Women shouldn't be ord,ained.
Bible can·be deqmnstratecl ~,- _, .that even Baptists scholars aren't . Neither should divorced m~n. Cre-:_ .. '.'prooe to Cl_!,use error:•~he].!!a~·L.
sure whatthe·t~rms mean. Weir
ation science should be_ taitglit. _, :,-'!;;;·;, Foc:example, some Bi!ile
thinks the conservatives wlio
Gays all are evil:.:·., }:!';:J-C:,.- ';-fa,c:;.~j~ express approvalof1iiiritlitr
now run his denomination intend
Ba 11s· od;;;:~:t' -~;,,t,-h'.°f,Jt4->i_~,;:,-slav~ or.genocide ....:.:-,.;fiFi:its~~,·the definitions to be?confusing..
name fug;:1s·~~
s:~f 4Itw~Ifhave been ~sedjfjus_!r"If we have a clear and pre. alth gh' rilost are·them
·:--;-:.fications for.those sins, Yet;alk,,
cise definition:,then i( wjll be
qui~:co~servative'by.other ·Clfristians today ~ould"iigree!ruit
(proved) fa_lse, he _said. 'So
denominations' standards:. ,-"
-_.s!ayery and_ genocide ~,:""°ng.
they're trying to give us very
.
,. . ,"'·'_ , ..,
•·,,'fhe,Scriptures, pa.Ttii:lilarly
vague, slippery definitions."
The modera(es-say that ~od- _1:haNew Testament gospels;,di>'
Still, loosely speaking, "irierem scholarship,_as weir-as scten- •-·- remain vital guides.on many spir'
rant'' means that ancient, handtific discoveries.and _history_itself, .•-.,.itual matters, Weir says:'Bijt0 ·, .
written manuscripts supposedly
have raised doubts oil certam
:_~ there's no logical way the Bible..
penned by Moses or Paul or
portions of the Bible,:Moderates
· can·be a perfect means f<\f!<now- .
..- -•--·
-ing.God,miicli'less science:.>_,:-,
. --~h
•.
. ,Weir.says that even-~fu~dLfxlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, l.ExiNGTDN, t\Y.11 SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1994
fil~Christians must weigh'iliec
Bible.alongside serious scholar,
Ship, the teachings Of histori~f I
church councils, sermons, ilieol:ogy, personal guidance
tne the vast majority of NEA grants
Holy Spirit and the examples of
are non-controversial.
others' saintly· lives. . '-_;-'..' '•'i,c
' "What we do with the endow.With those tools availii.jjle,-.he
ment is so vast, and to single out a
says,
God's perfection doesn't<-_
few controversial grants .:_ and
hinge.on God's having created a.
believe me, they are so few - it's
flawless textbook.
;'!
simply a red herring," said Al~~-.
He's
got
a:
p_oint
ihere,
·at
least.
der who is scheduled to v1s1t
:
..
After,
arr;
everi
if
you
,believe
Leicington and· Eastern Kentucky
most ofthe Bible; the Good:Book
on Oct. 3 and 4.
itself-tells us that God created•
"There have been only a handpeople
and that he often· mis inc
BY KEVIN NANCE
ful . of controversial grants out of
spired them, too. It says that
HERALD-LEADER ARTS WRITER
100 000 in the last 29 years. Grants
Christians, at least, are freshly.
for ' 'offensive' · art projects aren't
LOUISVILLE - Criticism of
created human "temple§" in
even
a
blip
on
our
radar
screen."
the National Endowment for the
whom the Almighty dwells.
Arts because of a few controversial
Controversial grants are not t~e
And just look at how imperarts grants is a "red herring," NEA
problem, she said. "The pr~blfn! 1s
fect
Christians can be.
chairwoman Jane Alexander said
that art, by its very nature, 1s gom~
yesterday.
to be controversial to some people.
Speaking to reporters at the
Alexander's speech at the Kennational meeting of the American
tucky Center for l:he Arts stres;sec!
Council for the Arts, Alexander
the importance of arts educat10n.
said the endowment's congressional opponents overlook the fact that
SEEARTS,

pas,~ ·

:S

:~f:~

Missi~g the bi_g picture?
Arts leader says
a few controversies
obscure agency's
broader efforts

from:

c,,~

-:>

,
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-colleges prod students who take long time
to graduate
,The
extended
stays worry
college
officials
because
older
students
use up slots
that would
go to
freshmen.

BY MARIA NEWMAN

NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE

The university has plans to use
computers to monitor courses with
high failure rates to prevent students from repeating elective classes to get a better grade average.

Johnny Ludden, 23, has just
started his sixth
year as an underOfficials also want to find out
graduate at the
whether students might be taking
University
of
more courses than they need for
Texas at Austin.
the same reason.
It is not that he
had trouble choosing a major or
"We didn't use to concern ourgetting all his required courses.
selves
when students took five or
Rather, he has spent so much time
six years to graduate," Romo said.
working for the college newspaper
"We felt it was their own decision.
that he sometimes took only three
But that was before our population
courses a semester, not the usual
capped. When it takes longer for
five.
stur;!ents·to
get out, that means the
He is typical of more than half
freshman
class
might be smaller.
of college students around the
We don't have room for them."
country: They are taking more and
more' time to graduate. And until
At another public institution,
now, there has been little consethe University of Florida in Gainesquence, except from bill-paying
ville, the counseling office has beparents. "My dad is getting sort of
gun politely prodding students by
anxious for me to finish up," Ludletter, inquiring whether they have
den said.
a plan for completing their educaBut increasingly, college adtion and whether they have chosen
a major.
ministrators are sharing the sentiment and they are beginning to
take steps to prod their perennial
'Pick a major' _., ,. -•- .
students.
"We usei:I to tell students, come
The problem is that college , tothe unrversiij. anif: find your-.
students are setting a snail's pace · selves, find your strengths," said
compared with those a generation Dr. John V. Lombardi, _the presiearlier. Less than one-third of the dent. "We now tell them, come to
high school class of 1990 earned · the. university and pick a major."
undergraduate college degrees
within four years, down from 45
At.the California State Univer-.
percent in 1'577, when the National sity system, o_fficials now charge
Center for Education Statistics be- student fees by semester, instead of
I by course loads, so that' a student
gan tracking graduation rates.
Arthur Levine, president of who takes only one course pays the
Teachers College in Manhattan, same as one who takes five.
who has studied the student patterns, said, '.'The-traditional college
student ymi' and I think of - full
time, lives.:.ifi'~a .. dorm, is 22 years
old or younger' ::... that makes up
under 20 "percent of all college
students nowadays."
·.-.·c
So the University of Texas, like
other institutions, is getting impatient One-third of its 48,000 students are seniors;·rather than the
·- .-.- ··:~
- ' . '-~ ... _,-~, ..,. ·:..:
expected one-quarter, ·and officials
are concerned-because the-hold·,
. ,. ,•"/.-~
.
overs are taking away slots from
'.
incoming freshmen.
She .called oi1 parents to nurture
"Because we're so inexpensive,"
their children's imaginations, and
said Dr. Robert Berdahl, the univerfor
cooperation between · governsity president, 'there is no penalty
ment
agencies, educators, business
for students staying in school longleaders and artists "to ensure that
er.'.'
·
the vitality of the imaginative life
at home will be reenforced in our
.As for Ludden, he thinks his
schools."
'
experience as managing editor of
The Daily Texan will put him
The endowment has been
ahead in the -job market when he
rocked in recent months by _another
graduates in May.
in a series of controversies over
NEA-supported arts projects.
· "! look at .people who have just
About $150 of NEA funds went to
gone to class and they make the
support a performance by an HIVgood grades and· they're out of
positive tattoo artist in Minnesota,
there real quick," Ludden said.
to which several U.S. senators,
"But I think I'm going to come off
notably Democrat Robert Byrd of
looking .better. I don't think emWest Virginia, responded angrily.
ployers look at how long you spend
"I think that Senator Byrd was
in college."
not looking at the forest of what we
do at the endowment, which is
More counseling
pretty vast," she said. "He was
looking at one little teeny tree.
Ricardo Romo, the university's
(Since then), I've made it clear to
vice provost, said officials were
him the breadth of the arts that we
taking early steps to shorten colsupport in West Virginia and
lege stays, including offering stuacross the country. Hopefully, I've
dents more counseling to help them
made some kind of impact on him."
pick a major more quickly.

ARTS:.•NEi\c-c

cliafrwoman
.. ·to
-

~

visit Lexington
---

'

Some college officials, among
them D. Bruce Johnstone, the former chancellor of the State University of New York, are calling for
wholesale re-examinations of college course schedules. They want
to determine whether students can
learn the same material in three
years of extended academic years
with less time off for summer. and
Christmas.
. ,•;
•

~

-

~

... ....:::.:i __

Most students work
• Research by Levine of Ti;a~h.ers
College in Manhattan has shown
that a majority of college students
nationwide work while gQing· to
school, a change from .seve1!-ll '.decades ago. The fastest growth in
the college population today is ·
among women who work and -attend part time, slowing degreecompletion time.
-;'-- --· ,_-:c_
"As college costs ·rise," he ~id,
"more and more students .. work,
and they are working longer hours
in order to pay for tuition." .oci.
. In 1970, Levine said, 30 percent
of the college population was 25
years or older. lri'.1990, the ·same
age group representei:I -45 ·percent
of the college population.
,,,...
Oth~r stud~ts chlinge 'btijors
several times, which' ·has· aiwa'ys
been the case, J;evip Sllid, but it is
slowing graduation,~}! did-pot in
the· past. Today, .·studerill;_:'have
more trouble getting.all "their'required courses because· budget cuts
have led to fewei;
cl~•f4.......
- ,,.,-., .:-v.:> ., -=·- ·. -

How much· impact isn't. clear.
Byrd is chairman,_ of the.- Senate
Appropriations Committee which,
in the wake of tlie.Minnesota flap,
recently recommended ··a ·5 ~cent
cut in the endowment's budget this
fiscal· year. Thg',!uJJrSenate later
approved the cut;:'f.{ · · _.. " Byrd's committee will meet
next month to reach' a compromise
with a committee from the House,
~~ch has ~PP:_o!~i
~-~

f!i;~fnt

L::;J ZPt ~-.!:•l¥iV'l<l tv1

"I don't know: wlfere:wlfe 'going to end up,_ yet wlieii" those
committees get together," Alexander· said. ''We hope·that the cut will
go to zero, but that's not likely."
The NEA budgei'is iiow $12.8
million below the, 1993 funding
level and $14.3-million below the
1992 level. If the Senate's 5 percent
cut becomes law; ·fhe NEA 1995
budget would reach its lowest level
since 1984.
Still, Alexander seemed upbeat
about her relationship with Congress, which began on an overwhelmingly positive note when
President Clinton nominated the
Tony-winning actress for the position last year.
Asked whether her honeymoon
with Congress is over, she laughed
and said, "I don't think so. I still
think the marriage is pretty good."
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UK·:_tnis:te.es.;~approve:-__bond(pl~ ·:,{Qt~tUbracy.:: >
~ RICHARQ,Wll.SON:,,,.,. ,, ,_.;,_11 , 1- . UK~ ln,the Clifton Parlt !!tea,
..
·,
across .Rose _Street from the inain ·

Staff Writer

··
"
,
'
· '' r campus. It also authorized transfer
· LEXINGTON; Ky. ,;_ The Uriiver- of 'the privately rajsed · money to
·sity of Kentucky's board of trustees UK's Alumni Association, which asyesterday. lllllllUlllously approved · , sumes indebtedness, for repayment
President· Charles T. Wethinflh>n's of the bonds'sold ,by, th~)ocal gov-.
pro_JJOsal to finance construction of , ernment.
" _' ·
·
·
a $58 million library with bonds · UK's Athletic Association would
sold by the local government. ·
provide some $3 million annually to
The trustees' approval was neces- ·- pay off the bonds and the. Alumni
sary ,for ,UK- to formally seek the . Association' would eventually deed
sale of $41 million in tax-exempt , the library to the- university.
. ·
re~nue bonds by the Lexington- ; UK officials.have· assured the urfayette Urban County Council. The ban-county council that it will have ·
council has already given the plan a , ilo liability for the project. . : ·
preliminary endorsement; its final · , In commending Wethington and
blessing,· which · could come next his staff fo_r "a veiy creative, imagimonth,' would allow library' con- native and perfectly legal proposal,"
struction _to begin · in' November, board Chamnan ·Edward T. "Ned"
Wethington said. ,·
·
' · Breathitt said the library will evenHe told the trustees that he decid- tually serve every f.ublic and private
ed to seek the ·local govemment's college or university in Kentucky.
help after the General Assembly . ·In other action, student f!'US!ee,
failed to authorize the sale of state T. A. Jones told the board he would
bonds this year for thewJ!i1.,ect. ask it to endorse a proposal next
which was authorized by la
rs month.to add a student representain 1992.
.
.,.. tive from the community-college
Wethington said he believed that system. Jones said a bill to change
.. UK still liad "a strong commitment state law to expand the 21-member
· to get the project under way," since _board would be pre-filed for action
the ,university had already raised in the 1996 legislative session.
·
$21 million from private .donors, ·Jones Is currently the. only stusome of, which must go· toward dent member of the board. • , .
. stocking ·the · library. _He said it ' The trustees also approved apwould have been detrimental to wait pointment of Dr. Michael Hagen,
for action on state bonds Iii th~ 1996 professor of family practice, to the
session because inflation undoubt• Nicholas J. Pisacano Endowed
edly would force.reduction of the Ji. Chair in Family llractice in the Col- ,
bnuy's scope.
·
··
lege of Medicine. At the time of his
''We. do have. 11first-rate (library) death in 1990, Pisacano was one of
collection, but we do not have a ·the nation's foremost family practi- ·
first-rate place to keep that ·collec- _tioners and a popular UK professor.
tion," he said.
·
He was also a -trustee.
·
Yesterday's · action authorized
Breathitt was · also re-elected
construction _of the library on land boanl chairman.
·
, ·• ,

The· Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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ACC fund drive starts today
$40 million·· goal of community colleges
By GEORGE WoLFFORD
JFTHE D AILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Kentucky's 14
:ommunity colleges have
Janded together in a $40 mil,i o n fund-raising campaign
1imed at offsetting higher
and reduced state alloca,·:osts
.ions.
And though neither Ashland
10r Prestonsburg community
:ollege has really started a
local drive, each already has
started raising money.
PCC's drive has brought in
$389,274 in private contributions.
"We're also looking to
grants of around $850,000 that
will soon put us over the $1
million mark," said Dr. Deborah Floyd, the school's presi:lent.
ACC has raised $19,466 since
March, but won't really kick
off its campaign until today,
,aid president Dr. Charles Das;ance.
Each of the 14 colleges began
keeping records on campaign
collections in March shortly
after the University of Kentucky Community College System hired a fund-raising consultant to advise and direct a
joint campaign that would be
individualized in each community.
UK is paying Ray Clements
&; Associates of Salt Lake City
firm $1,356,250 over three
years for its services.
Dassance said ACC spent the
spring and summer building
an infrastructure for the campaign, "one that will be low
key and very personal. We
hope to involve literally hundreds of volunteers. When solicitation begins, it will be oneon-one, starting with our own
bo~ds, current and past. Later
this fall we'll move into the
family within I ACC, then to
larger givers _and finally to
more general solicitation."
Das~ance said prospective
donors would be asked to consider five-year pledges.
No goal has been set, 1'al·
though we p.o have, because of
this stuc\y,
strong sense of
what the qommunity' will. sup-4
port,'' he said.

a

In February, Clements

talked to 58 people community
leaders and got very positive
indications that the community would support a major
gifts campaign, Dassance said.
Respondents also supported
areas that ACC was interested
in. On that basis, the college
decided to go ahead on the
four highest priorities the
community said it would support. They are:

,- ►A

center for workplace .
:quality; a program for working
:with business and indu~try to
:train or retrain workers,
'. ► Scholarship/talent . grants~
:for local. high school students:
► A center for teaching
learning excellence, aimed at
upgrading faculty and staff capabilities, especially in fields
of new technology.
►A student/community center, a building that would be a
combination student union
and community-use structure.
"Probably, the only way
we'll get another building is to
show good local support and
raise money locally. Indications are that the community
is very interested in this
project," Dassance said.
~ ~INGTON HERALD-LEADER. l£xlNGTON,

Floyd said PCC also has four
projects. They are:
► A regional center in
Prestonsburg for health educa. tion and community wellness
estimated to cost $10 million. '
► A classroom technology
center at a yet unchosen site
in Pike County, costing $5 million.
►Telecommunications and .
technology equipment for dis' tance learning and job training programs.
,
,
►Endowments, primarily for
scholarships.

KY. ■
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UK.Pharmacy students
send proposed dre~
code to college dean
BY HEATHER K. REISTER

Code .would be
only one at UK
for classroom

HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Phannacy students wearing everything from ties and dress pants
to shorts and T-shirts met yesterday to discuss the college's controversial proposed dress code.
Each member of the student
advisory council was dressed in
keeping with the guidelines they've
suggested.
" 'Code,' I think, is too strong a
word," said Dwaine Green, faculty
adv.isor for the council.
·The. students, representing every organization and class in the
school, are working on the dress
guidelines at the request of the
dean of the rollege, Jordan Cohen.
After some wording changes,
the ~tudent advisory rouncil voted ·
unanimously at yesterday's meeting to·send Cohen its proposal._
The guidelines al!Qw sweatshirts and T -shirts - as long as
they are in good condition and void '
of obscene logos or . illustratior,s.
Taruc tops, muscle shirts and midriffs must be left at home.
Jeans, sweat pants, and joggn;g
suits are welcome as long as they
are clean and in good shape.
Shorts, too, are allowed - as long
as they aren't cutoffs or too short.
As for shoes, they must be
clean. Beach sandals and flip-flops
are no-nos.
To top it off, hats are allowed
- .except during exams and . at
certain other times.
Instructors retain the right to
add to the guidelines in their own
classes.
Cohen said yesterday he was
pleased with the orooosal and

All five rolleges in the
University of Kentucky Medi- '
cal Center have 'dress codes
that apply only when students come in rontact with
patients. But the pharmacy
rollege would be alone in
requiring certain kinds of
dress in the classroom. said
Dwaine Green, assistant to
the .dean for student 'affairs.· ,
UK d~n of students Da- ·
vid Stockham said he is Wl·
aware of any other rolleges '
on campus wiih d{'eSS oodes
for tqe classrool'J\.
'

r ' ' >. , .-

HEATHER K. REISTER
•

,

i

planned to !,UQmit it for faculty ,
approval. If approved, it might be .
implemented as early as next :
spring, he said. . .
,1 •
· Those in violation would be
asked to leave class. Affected students could appeal to Cohen.
Some s~dents have not received the news well. "All of a
sudden we heard there was going
to be a dress code and we all
panicked," Jackie Travis, a fourthyear student, said yesterday.
Another fourth-year student,
Brett Muha, said he didn't think
the code would affect many students.
"The only people that .will be
affected are people who are going
to wear unreasonable T-shirts and
unreasonable shorts." Muha said.

•. MSU ARCHIVES
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Gender gap
wider than
racial gap
inpay~tudy
BY KRISTA PAUL
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

A man with only a high school
education in Kentucky earns $3,000
more a year than ·a woman with a
bachelor's degree. Aild a male high
school dropout makes only about
$2,000 less than a college-educated
woman.
Black workers make less than
white workers, too, but the gender.
gap is much greater than the differences between race.
These were among the findings
in a new analysis of 1990 census
data released today by' the Kentucky State· Data Center · at the
University of Louisville. .: ... , ·. i
In Kentucky'; tlie~study" found
the average· female· worker with·
less than a high school education
made $8,107, compared with
$15,524 for the average 'male \vitli
the same education. A female college graduate made $17,573~ while
the average college-educated ·:male
earned $36,259. Those wage disparities continue through·evecy education level.
'
.
"This study shows we have a
real problem because we're leaving
half our work force benind,'' ·said
Ron Crouch, director ot··the. data
center.
Kentu~ky's average wages for
women are slightlyc-cbelow• "the'·
national averages. Feirtale workers·
in Kentucky earn 521 .cents ·for
every dollar a man makes. Nation.
ally, the figure is 53.7 tents · per
dollar, the study says.
But some of the figures showing differences between men's and
women's wages might be deceiving.
The data used in the study
averages the wages of part-time
workers equally with the.wages of
full-time workers, which might· be
misleading.
·
"If they're going to in~lude
part-time workers, they'll skew the
averages," said Bernice Friedlander, spokeswoman for the Women's Bureau at the U.S. Department
of Labor in Washington, D.C.
The actual national average for
full-time female workers is about
70 cents for every dollar that a man
makes annually, Friedlander said.
"When you look at these studies about earnings, you need to
define your terms," Friedlander

10
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isa gap. #b~Tuei

said.''Yes, .there
you're talking about 70 cents or 54
cents, there's a gap;·,But mixing
apples and oranges is very dangermis with numbers."
·
· Crouch acknowledges that it's
!mportant to note that the study
mcludes both part. and full-time
workers. The study averages, for
example, the wages earned by
someone who works 20 hours a
week with the wages of another
person wlfo might work twice .as
many hours.
. .,. · :·--·:; ·- · ·
_ .'r:hat method can. es~ily affect the average wag'es in terms.of
geii~er because_ 46 iJ!!<ceiit 6f
en m Kentucky work part-time,
compared with 37 '¢cent:ofmen.
The trends 'of wage'ilisciiinination by gender in Kentucky match
national s~tistics. . ," . -., ·t.
"It's true '!lltionaUy,_:wonien are
usually making less than their
male counterparts,'.' Friedlander
said. "Ho\\' do you explain that? It's
simple: There's discrimination
against women in the workplace." •
The types of jobs womeri and
men often work also can explain
some of the differences in the
wages. For example, many men
without a high school education in
Kentucky work in high-paying industries such as coal mining, so on
average their pay looks high,
Crouch said.
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But Laurie Hatch, associate
professor of sociology at the University of Kentucky, says women
earn less than white men across the·
board.
"Even when you look at the
same industries and educational.
levels, white men receive a higher
return for .their human capital,''
Hatch said. "White men are still
earning more than any other group_
because there's racism and· sexism
in the work force. It's perfectly.
consistent with national data," · .:.,
The study also included wage·
differences between blacks,. and:
whites, both in Kentucky and the
nation. In Kentucky, the:.averngi!,
black worker earned 74 percent as
much as the average white worker.
Wlien broken down by gendei
and race, the black female worker
is at the bottom rung of the work
force ladder, with white women
just above.•
Among all .Kentuckians who
were· working in · 1989, . a black
female averaged $11,662; a white
female averaged $12,240; a black
male averaged $15,996; and-a white
male averaged $23,792.
·
:_-.
In general, ~orkers nationwide.
ll)llke more than Kentuckians,,, :
· ·. The average':Kenfuclqr:ie!Jia'Jnt'°
.. ~8 or _older who worked ftilt_~cyart
tiine "!c 1989. el!filed $18;270 ,or:112,
percent of .the national: i~tol$22,378.'
. ·: - :--~:J._;t:7' 'f':~
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cntiCIZlllg Adron Dorari duruig liis"'•·••a~ 1
, as president of Morehead -~C!f!l l!rii~lt!
' . noran needs no approvaf'of lil's:i",t:1
ship, his'accomplishments speakfor
selves. He made some mis~N'o:one.isl
perfect, !:tut history wilrreoiai°Ui4df' y•<Ij
Moreheaq'"tate
· h'a,eqti.,.,,per:iod..
·~· · •...s:;•~- ~- i
. ,:> . thio ug
and emergeli victorious in•sol~M-~"'
head's ptobleins -~ a_i m¢gil:;:oii,'lit-hl' 1
' .." ••......
..-,,,..,_··""""·~.,cl.=~
' ,:-. ,.....,,, ·~ ..~. ,...._,,......,,
education. .
Doran defined:
th~
.
.:.:'.5{c'_eiµs.,anif,led,
.'C•''>"'.l7i7-'"ft• .
.
. .pi:q.
the facul ty. Ill proper' solutions.~-Thlidvas'i
do_ne by working !orig hours,lni:f h{'·· .•, .c,
:never_ satisfied until the iiesfeffort':fi'~'
university. was accomp lisned...-......
, Q~._-:e'
~........,.., ......~....-....
Iwas a part of the uruveriiify''faii'iiiy'.
from 1952 to 1978, which included Dorart's
tenure. Three of my sons eameif degrees
from Morehead State and the -fourth will·
~duate at the end of the spring semester
this year. We, as well as many Eastern
Kentucky families, are indebted to Doran
for a quality education.
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Wide gender gap found
in Kentucky pay scales
By BEVERLY BARTLETT
Staff Writer
A man in Kentucky earns, on average, almost twice as much as a Kentucky woman.
· And although better-educated
women make more than their lesseducated mothers, sisters or daugh•
ters, they are paid less on average
than men who left school years earlier.
Female college graduates earn less
than men with only a high school di•
ploma and barely more than male
high school dropouts. .
Overall, women's average income
is just 52 percent of men's.
Those are the findings of an analysis of census data released yesterday
by the Kentucky State Data Center
at the University of Louisville. The
analysis, which used 1990 'census
data and reflects 1989 salaries, is the
newest information available. Ron
Crouch, director of the data center,
called it "a better picture than we've
had" on pay equity in Kentucky.
The gender gap in Kentucky is
similar to the nationwide gap found
in Ill\ analysis released earlier this
year. That study found that women
nationally earned about 54 percent
as. much as men did.
·
Comparing men's and women's
average salaries can be complicat•
ed. And the state statistics don't illuminate all facets of the issue. Statistics don't separate earnings by age
or profession - so men who
dropped out of high school in the
19~0s an4 have _\\'Orl<ed .Ye'!fS. in
well-paying factory jobs are to some
extent compared with .very young
women with college degiees-in•Jow_..
paying fields such as social ·work.
The numbers. don't· mean men
make twice as much as women who
perform ihe.sl!JI!.e.j6b 7and.lilive· the:
same amount of,expeiience: :~-,,,,,-:
But Crouch .said tlie finding,that
women are consistently riuiking' less
across the. educatio[!al spectrum
leads him to think that the inequity
is not merely a reflection_ of different career paths chosen by men and
women.
_ -._y . r:,:f;.~ · _ ·
And he said it is cause for concern - especially since
WOlll·
en now head households and are
the sole support oftl!eir ~hildren.
y

•

•

••

•

i
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Don't 'blame the· vic:tlin'

The numbers "retied all,tlie times
that waiters are tjpped more· than
waitresses; all the times ·that people
automatically seek a male· attorney;
all. the women who ·don't ask-.for
raises because they were-taught to
be less assertive than their brothers.
''We need to learn . . . to play
hardball and not to sell ourselves
short," said Judi Jennings, director
of The Women's Center at the University of Louisville.
But Jennings said that advice
shouldn't be read as an attempt to
"blame the victim."

She said pay inequities result
from both direct discrimination, in
which a woman is paid less for the
same job, and the indirect forces
that push women into traditionally
low-paying fields. "It's the double
whammy," she said.

Source:
Kentucky Stale

Data Center

OVERALL LESS THAN· HIGH
SOME COLLEGE MASTER'S PROFESSIONAl
AVERAGE
HIGH
SCHOOL COLLEGE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE OR-'
DOCTORATE :.
INCOME SCHOOL GRADUATE
STAFF CHART BYSTeJE CURB~)

Look no. further. than the streets
of downtown Louisville for evidence.
·
Llsa Endsley, a housekeeper, said
. that if she were a man, she'd probably consider becoming a mechanic
and would probably earn more
money thlll} she.does now: Eiic!sley does_n't see anything wrorig with
some jobs being traditionally male
and female, however. .. ·•·
"I wouldn't even apply for a job
like · a construction worker," she
s'a,id. Beaitise .ifSliJ.ot -a, :Woman's·
job. I'd go_ for ajob"'_!ike a nurse.",·
Ann Mertz;" who· is 66" and lives
near Shiveiy; said'ihat if'slie\vere a·'
man, she probably w~uld have-goiie
irito accounting.: Biit 'instead she ·
went into clerical w<irk,'· quit"when
sJie·became pregnanfiind·didn't go:
back to work until her·husband died
. about 10 years ago:· !·: ·· ·"' ·,,: ,•.
Now she' works· fcir· the federal·
government as an automation clerk
-- what she said is "a-high-priced
word for a typist." And she notices
that" most ·of ·the entry-lever posi:·
tions in her field are filled by other
women. "No fOU!)g men apply for
them " she s·md- · · Rc-·1-..:~:-"-• . . , • · , •
~,~o:n~tigi_es;'th'i;; _clifre"i-en-;;; }f pay
lletween. traditioilally: feniaJe·."and ·
fraditiomilly ,niale.jobs~reflects. dif- ·
ference_ in education requirements:--·
But often jobs requiring" similiu: lev-.
-els of skill_.pay,ll!!!s..ift!Ieylv.~•b_een
.iiik colllii.''
.historical!Y. labeled'
.
. 'I,P....
. ·- ..·.
11

0

•
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· Jennings said, for example,;.that .,
librarians and secretaries
com- :
paratively _lletter paid -~,.theidays.
when those professions· were=doini:•
nated by meni
"?-~,,,.i-'<!,i,\-;,-.;
"':'° ·::-;,;~.".>;.:~.,..... ~ , •.
Children are affected , ·• '·,~;-_ ",
.•. Women's pay scales ·liave'·diiect a
impacts on the welfare 66:lilldren
and on poverty levels. In' 1990:CiZ4.5 '
percent of Kentucky children unaer'
. )8 liv~. in poverty, an~ many)fy,'ed :·
'. m families headed by smg!e.women: · '.
' - J;:rouch s~!! _!,!!ilsUS '\latr(sli/iloo: '
· that tpere were ali<?ut l75,090J~f ~
· working mothers m Kentucl.ij;rand ~
about 21;000 twii:" liiiint:fsrnii@'( ·}
w!ifcl)_·_
the woni~·~,;;,f,.<ftlle,l;i{nilqY,,,,1
___ ,.._
. ...-,........ _ ._•. 1,••-·i.. ,;.f
wage-earner. Irr thousands--of· other'•
homes~· women "bring in ".a· sigruficant portion of the-family incmµe.-· •
_All told, 57.2 percent". ot·wiimen
. with preschool children work. And 68.2 percent of women with.school;,..
age chililren work. J_,,,,,._ __ ·
pie analysis found that gender
was a bigger factor than race in de- ...
termining a person's earnings,'
Crouch said. For example, the•·average white person with a professional or doctoral degree earns .. about .
$60,000 a year, while the.·average..
African American with such a· degree makes,only,about $43,000\'J'he--.
d!ff~rence. in'.·av~rage "eariiings-,oe::"']
tween men and women: with such 'ii:"''
degree is even greater: Men· earn
$76,ooo, women earn $36;ooo:~--7
-~ '!'. ..;_ • • ·:;
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Mur~ay won't oppose l,JK moves~ ",~.,
PADUCAH,'Ky. :_ Kem Aiexander, the new president-~f"' •. ,.
Mupmy _State University, says he won't attempt to block the
Umvers1ty of Kentucky from expanding course offerings· at
Paducah Community College.
·
He told the Pad~ah Liolll! ~lub that UK ~as the right to
expand programs because 1t IS the state umversity."
Last J~?ary Paducah officials asked the General Assembly
for $6 million to help expand UK's engineering program to
PCC. Th~ money, along with $8 million pledged by the
~ommum~, _woul? have built and equipped a building and paid
some adnumstrative costs.
The funding was removed from the budget recommended by
Gov. Brereton Jones because of opposition from Murray State.
Alexander was not at Murray during the conflict.

I
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MSU to buy, not
build building

Seaton again
is MSU regent

MOREHEAD - Bigger is
better, especially when it's
cheaper. That's why
Morehead State University
scrapped plans to build a
12,000 square-foot
warehouse for $350,000.
Instead, MSU is
purchasing the former
home of Cowden
Manufacturing, a 41,000
square-foot building, for
$450,000. The university's
board of regents approved
the purchase Friday,
pending final approval from
the Kentucky Finance and
Administration Cabinet.

l

MOREHEAD - William
R. Seaton of Ashland was
reappointed last week to a
six-year term as chairman
of the Morehead State
University Board of
Regents.
Gene Caudill,
administrative
superintendent with the
physical plant office, was
sworn in for the
recently-created staff regent
position, and Student
Government Association
President Mark Anderson, a
Georgetown, Ohio, junior,
was sworn is as student
regent.

Although there's a
$100,000 difference between
the two options, the $350,000
price tag for a new building
did not include land
acquisition.
With the larger Cowden
building, MSU can save
money by "giving up some
leased warehouse space and
consolidating,'' said Judith
Yancy, director of
institutional relations.
The warehouse will house
MSU's paper and aluminum
recycling program and be
the site of surplus property
sales, Yancy said.
·.
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Black col_leges __get f!!..~~,atg"a.~}$
WASHINGTON - The Clinton administration yesterday
awarded $13.4 million' to 28 historically _black colleges to help
revitalize the communities around.their campuses.
The grants, issued through the Department of Housing and ·
Urban Development, are part of the administration's strategy to
use black colleges as a resource in fighting entrenched .
socioeconomic problems, under- a November 1993 order by ..
President Clinton. .
: i
...,..., · · ·
,
· :
Last week, 1.6 schools received $4:25. million to study
.
problems such as street gangs, drug·or alcohol'addiction·and-domestic abuse,
..
•': ·L · ... •
.-.
.. -·
. .
-- . . .

.
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Magazine ranks Wesleyan best value:

U.S. News & World Report has ratiked Kentucky
W esleyari College as the best value among region,
al liberal arts schools in the South. Centre College
placed fourth as the best value in the natioi:ial
liberal arts college category. U.S. News deV1sed
the best value rankings in an effort to pr.ovide
families with a realistic measure of value by
relating the cost of attending an institution to the
quality of education. ,
.:. . : , :· .'; .
:
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~s )ralut!s

Wesleyan, Ce~tre rarik!!d _

WASHINGTON - U.S. News has rariked Kentucky Wesleyan
College in Owensboro as the best value among regional liberalarts schools in the· South. The magazh\e also placed Centre
College in Danville fourth in the category of best value among
national liberal-arts colleges.
,
The rankings will be published in .the Oct. 3 .edition.

ll].fl<INGTON1H~llEADER; :1..EXJNCil"ON,:Kv: • WEciiiEsliilv; ~al']f)'i994
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Black student returns
scholarship money so
another can use it
Asociated Press

scholarship, the university can
award it tQ another student next

CHARLOTIESVILLE, Va. - Ter- year.
ry C. Gray took his father's advice
The university has set as one of
and decided to return his scholar- its priorities attracting black stuship money so it could help another dents; who make up 11.2 percent of
black student at the University of the unive!'5ity's 11,500 undergradVuginia.
·
uates.
.
Gray, a senior government major
"He's not looking out for himself.
from Gary, Ind., figured he didn't He hasn't changed a bit," said Mineed the $10,000 from the school. chael Mallory, the assistant dean of
"When I was growing up," Gray admissions who recruited Gray out
said, "my dad always said to me: of-high school.
'
'Ygucan'tjusttake,take,take,take.. Gray said he·had planned to
You've got• to give something transfer to a different college after
back.' "
· ·
his first year, but bis father urged
For three years he was a recipient him to stay in Charlottesville.
of; the four-year Jerome Holland
"I had a really hard lime my first.
scholarship .. The scholarship, which year or so. I was unhappy· because
is awarded for academic achieve- the racial situation here was very
, ment rather than financial need, is rigid and very segregated," Gtay
giyen annuallY by the university to said. ''I had a lot of problems."
four or five black first-year stuTo overcome them, Gray founded
dents.
the discussion •. group U-suPRA,
Last spring, Gray was awarded University Students United to Proanother scholarship that provided mote Racial Awareness.
,..
tuition, room and board, and fees
He is now the ·president of the
for his fourth year. Under the terms university's student government.
ofthe Holland Award, he could now
He said he is confident he will be
apply that year's scholarship m~ney able to fiild other ways· to pay for
to: ,paduate study. But he decid_ed ,graduate school or law school withagainst that . < · :·,,'i •·': './•\:) oufthe $10,000 scholarship.
Gray, 21, said he told bis father
"It might sound kind of weird,
!hat "the primary ~on I am _here. bui I feel llke, if rm going to have to
IS·, because of this scholars_hip. I go into debt, I might as well go all
wanted to give something back." . tlie way," he said. "I believe· rn he
Now that Gray·has returned his able to pay back my loans."

~

~: --~:~;ii.L:.:;;,~~~1~t;./J:.-~·-. · : ,----·---·---·- -- -- -- ----~----·

~4s~i~1tr:1rta: niMtes~tot, , ·
{for;gueen
at u.ot't''"<~>·;,.
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~~
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: · The 48-year-old · woman run- made up 60 percent· of the SIU·
,:ning for homerorniog queen at dent population last year.
· ,
•.: the u ~ of Louisville made . Cohn said students are already
,··.it to the _sem16imls yesterday. 'approaching her,-askiog, "Aren't
·; Mona Cohn, ajunior majoring you Mona, the one who's run: in, justice 'administration and ni!Jg for queen?":
,,
···minoring in political science,
Cohn, ..who has a 4.0 ~
:~d J?e the_'oldest homl!C9D,ling point average ·and _wants to.·at:;_queen m the school's hfst!>ry .if . tend law school, said her phone
:; she is chosen for the top iipot: has been ringing day and night
:·E Aft~ iliterviewing_the 2?-~di- since she announced her candi•
, dates, judges - mostly alumm·'."'" dacy last week. She has had of•
'selectedlli semiwialists ,'lbe.stu- · fers to be,·a est on the Mantel
;delit body will vote Oct. 4 and 5. Williams anf.:on Stewart televi•:: rile top five will make the home- sion shows. She also has been on ·
~coming court; and the queen and a ,DUDJber of call-in radio .talk
": ~ will he aimounced ,Oct. 8 · shows throughout the country,
':. !funng ·tlie foiltba1I ·game with including ones .. hi Seattle and
·:North Carolina State.
·..
Pittsburgh. Jay Leno even joked
.'. Cohn, of Prospect, said she about her on bis television show
will run a campaign aimed at last week.
·. non-traditional undergraduates,
'.'It's crazy," she said. "fve
those who are 22 and older. They opened a can of worms."
'
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Wonian earns a,satellite first
while wor)png, haying 2 b~bi~.~o:,.
H~r thW child;'"i<e~y.

was· bo~ network, ai:corclingto·c~~;1f'illii;
July 29, eight _days .after. she pre• director of extended-camp_!JS. iP!'O•
•-.: ·
sentedherthes1S.She_a!so_has_a4- grams.. ·'•·'-··'"··
•..;mr.nrtr.o,.
LEXINGTON;Ky. - Sandra Col- year-ol<! .daughter, Jesi,ica.
._. . ,The university_ plans .. Jo ,,a.dd
yer took a short and high road to a
Colyer had earned a,.bachelor's courses in computer science,~d,ie,
master's degree at the University of degree in criminology and psycho!• habilitation counseling, she,~<!,'
Kentuclfy.
, .•:, -, .. ·. ,.: .
ogy from Eastern Kentucky. UniverBaird said a class may have,·30:,to
In July, Colyer, a,.;32.year-old sity, in·· 1985. She took her UK 40 students, but they could.be scati
Somerset resident, became the ..first classes.at Sue Bennett College and tered across the state ."at 2,Ji7.00
UK student to, earn a master's, de, the London· Public Llbraiy - about downlink. possibilities" ,.receiving
gree in special_education/severedis- a··35-minute·drive from her ·home, the transmission from ·Ashland~to '
abilities while taking only .. one half that.of the trip:to.Lexington.-. Paducah.:: ··· Gi,_·,•. -,:,miO<jqs.iil:
course on _the ,!,ex\ng!Qn, campus.
,,.,She said the classes weren't much
UK's, satellite .teaching 1liegii]!~lit
different'from those in·a'.tradltlonal 1991, andiBaird said 213·:studems
She classes
was_~le
o(!!~
.2'lms_·.J it! v_i1s·r1cl took courses b,v-.satellitn;;,ft,...993.•
other
viato_,\a![e~y:
satellite at sites
m pro""'"'.,,.,-,,,::·
..--,
- ="-•
London. _UK Professor Belva Colliris "''With thi! saieiilte; ifwail ·strange The beauty of it all;she ·said;·islthat
also tau!lht'some·of ~e~<!ff~P.1,IS at first not to· converse in person;" 'lit 'can •serve these: people-simulla- ·
courses m person;·· "·:·.-:~'" · ·•.:·--; Colyer-liiild::•:But·I C<;>iJ!d·p!ck iiP, a neously.'.' '.•-:rmm ."f:lLl•ii~l 9vi!)~ril:.
, •
: ,.,.. , ..,., , l '""''" -'· phone,and dial: (Collins) direct: if I
:A' downside to·the prognutt,may
And during the three years Colyer h d
est!
,.
b th I k f f
f
· -spent in the program, she gave birth a any qu ons.
.
.e e_ ac _o ace-to- ace mteracto two children and worked full
Th~ program, funded through t~e !ion WI~ teachers: ..,
· . -;,.::
time at a ~en~-lieajth c_llnic::;:in"Jl.J.S.-•DeJ?~~nt·._pf .~uca!_ion, .ll!if;, "l';lation~ ~studl~es; .~&!JI~?~
Somerset. ,,-.•. ""' ._. ·, ...,, i.,,.called_ .'rrauung Rural.Educatoi:s.m,•,.that these stude~ts_needJo,o~•liig!l:
She finished with a 4•0 ·grade- K~_ntucky: Thirty-five _students a!'f If motivated to lear,i;i and h!g~ mo. t average·- ,-._. •-r,• <•. ,.•_ .,•.,. ..,....enrolled
.,!ll the, pro~ ,to. tram tivated to succeed, .Balrd.sai!I. ~
pom
1
~ -~-~'!< :?! :\ :i ~,._ Dlorer· .... 'al-ecIUC8.tiOll felichers. :·· ': 11 The ·extended-cifui# U5tt \'ttj• n, w
"l'm:dn°\, reaJ·ulsudn"; hhow I·ddid It.'.'~ ~The~gree"'Fequu-e1raoou1 '60 "iias ii librarian
h
s ..e sai • 1 co . t ave 0 ~~- it credit hpurs of course work, includ-. ticles and information via fax.. Stu•
without-my famil~\ .They.•were-v~g mg '21 'llouritot ciiicth'e-fob ·triiiiung; dents call an 800 nwiii\er''io'mat'e_.
•_:
h~_lpful, ·¥d my-e!]1ployet-~ade:1t 'wJijch Coh,e
leted.' .·Piilasld their.
ests.
"· :··,~,,,fol".!/ff!
very'•flexibl~efor,,n1!'1tord_o_ ,_~_ 1_ ,_,r · ~-··:1~tl'/.<1·foS1~<\',1,1..
-~a"'~-•~~,'':b ,,.,, lll<\~'
neededlt<J do!'r'.> ~b•li'!J.-iqq,.qq .v:i'!J , _, . ':w.lfil 1-01- ·mm 9ll1·-.11ni\t-ri!l;!~1-···• , ..;yJ~ ., , !?~l!l!l,tl!l,I\E · .,.. ,
"H'"'"h .........,_1,:;,\· M' '"" \rff!,e,'.'" 'oHn ·, ;., •0 Jong,wsumce.1earnmg."""'
• ·1
:eiluca oh ,
-, ·,
·.. ei:·•. usd_'!""hift">: •..,tµtip,.~n<et~~ offeri mt~r's' de~Pp.rograms'.
, :m Noitherii. Jinlicil Higlj;'Scli 'I ., '·
thesecon s ·ataS<iniersetplilllt;
· ·· ............, ·••··""d. ,,.._c
· ·· s· ·
·•t ·... , ..~., •. .,,_.,.- 1""-u.~. ··'"' ·
. gglin f" -h·;.;, numng,engmeenngan ...,,courses _o~ers~.,,.., ...-,.,.,,i ... _,.,.
whiCh "!llllde the JU
g
O SC ou· • - agn·'-'•'ture lib" ' ' d" •;;;·
:
'1t'.
,C
" C 1· .
"d_:oLa' "Ii·
ules
· "Col" rsaid·,.-'H!lri9l
1!1 •.w , raJY w:1 1111(!~,
~ over,_ ... _o_:;:~r-~ ,~u . ~.
~ ' . - , - , ~ ._,, -, -: ·"_~'" """·_,
!i_o~, sqence.,,,11~1!-.flllllily .studies.
purswt .o~., the,. ma:ster's
She '·missed .twQ classes.for the These all:use·Kenhick:y'Educational "Tliat's tllrI can say; I tlli!!ifli'~.a
birth <ifbei''second cJ\lld, Brandon.: Te1evision's"Star~Cliiinllels' satellite wonderful'p"'rogram." -· '";" /· ·'.;:···,
By MIKE EMBRY.
Associated Press
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Delay
u of· L ·vote
; I corp
rules an~_respect then~ 1_>resi~enfby \n•
.
.
. , . , .•, • · .
orating that person.s 111ews m the dla•
The University of Louisville's board of logue. . . . The Faculty . Senate, Student
trustees will meet Sept. 26 to consider en- Government Association .ana "the Louisacting a massive governance overhaul that ville Cardinal, ·u of L's'·iiidependent stu•
severely weakens the faculty's voice in dent newspaper, have all- publicly eiihow they use· ·their creative ·energies and dqrsed the latter, sensible alternative; ,_
✓ select and renew their deans and departI would'hope that the board finds the
ment chairs, impose a -lime-col)Suming willlO overcome-its desire to."finish" this .
post-tenure review process,, and make pro-. issue in the interests. ot hiring a 'president
visions for non-tenured fa:cu1ty.·o:<- ·,. ·,5 ;wh))_wiltwork collegially with faculty to.
The proposed changes replace the tradl- ,m~t the challenges that. lie ahead. . .,~ :
ti al . that th . • .,.,.
dministra' ' . -·-- -·· ., ' .. ·, '..
. ; "-•,•· ,.,.
_on_ ~ew
etiniVe~..3 ,a
.. 1 ~~-;~--;-~ ._;_~~-.~.,~~/ ~~S?/:-.-~ uEJ::7MAA0N-,
!ion ~ s t~5a~~-~_needs ~f fa~ty
:: ;:---~·.::: ,-·\:'• ... ,--':.• Louisville40241.·'
and students wtth President Swain's· -View
'
· ·· ·
of faculty as resources to be used creatiyely by administrators.
· ··•
c• "'
This overhaul is de.scribed ·as needed to
' "respond to change," but the problems it
THEC0URIER,J0URNAL.•-FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1994
seeks to solve and how·it niay solve them
have never been explained. In the absence KSU gets $500~000 federal grant ,1
of compelling justification· for·such an exFRANKFORT, Ky. ..::."Kentucky State uiili,ersiiy has receiveJ
tensive overhaul, the U of L faculty,- cona
$500,000
federal grant to help develop the nearby Douglas · '
cerned about its effects on U of L's ability
to. maintain quality scholarship arid in- Avenue area and to build a community center.
University President Mary L. Smith said the center will be
struction and attract new faculty, has
used to tutor neighborhood children and to provide medical
voiced its strong objections.
The board has a choice. It can choose to services. Also planned are street improvements, new and rebuilt
institute these unpopular changes and housing, and support services, such as counseling and life-skills
then look for a president who is willing to classes.
The grant is from the Department of Housing and Urban
administer. rules based on President
Swain's devaluing view of faculty and to Development's "set-aside program" for historically black
deal with the resulting serious morale colleges and universities. The city, state and other agencies and
_problems. Or it can defer enacting new groups have pledged more than $600,000 toward the project.
0
•

, , ...,
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Trying t~ _survive
.

MOREHEAD, Ky. - As Mike
Connor poured his tired and
aching defensive tackle's body
onto a bench in the Morehead
State locker room Saturday, a'
smile dangled from his face. . ·
The grin said that this was .
only the fourth game, .that if .the
guys kept their chins .up; kept '
working hard, ·· kept'"allowing~
football to be fun, better days· could be ahead. ·:·:·- . .:;,.:":
But his eyes. betrayed part of·
that. They carri¢ that forlorn.
gaze, a wistful longing not for .
the way. things were but for how
he wished them to be.., ·· .~
Just once.··
.,-; .: .· ::·:.
"It's starting to get tougher for .
me, but rve got to· get. through
it," said the 275-powi~--senior•.
"We '\Vere supposed,to )iave · 1}~
starters ,back on":deferise,::-liiit,
we've .got ~ - Fo;,!ll}!*'!! ~:hard becaa~st'.oJ',the g\IY!\t
who·left were my.~j'..,.ca,.,i
Tennessee Tech lial;l~pver""
run the Eagl~ 56-14, lt-~_!gg;"No. 4. The· filst".three•had·,been~
by scores of 71-7, 44'0 and.4840:'
Morehead: had - lined, .,.up~
against one of"the 'bliio~Valley
Conference title favoriies'witli'a
redshirt freshman ·'af'·qi,wter-·:
back and three true freshmen .::.: '
one a walk-on - in.its._gpening.
lineup, Twelve freshmen; eight.
of them in their'fitst-.~; were_
on the seco11d teaitj. ·_ _( :.'.t;~
Connor is the grayl}eard ofthe-·.
bunch, joined by•jiviinle'fresh":1
men on thir two-deep defensive
line. · -~- :.
.: #_.,:··; ,h~~ ·•ti.
At one wide receiver· spot;;5•
foot-7; 140,pound sepior Mli!f,
Venturino was tbrowiilgJ!ls tiny ·
bones against 6-2, --22o;pound '.
linebackers and received· a ·se:''
verely sprained ankle for. his;
trouble: "I'll be ready. Monday,."
coach," he told first-year liead
man Matt Ballard.
.': Behind Venturino were 5-7
and 5-8 redshirt freshmen ·who
were in school but didn't play
football a year ago. Hurling him•
self against Tech buildings was senior running back/kick returner Pete
Rubv, 5-9 and 175.
"We've got little orphans, so to
speak," Ballard said.
Call up all the analogies you
want: Don Quixotes thrusting at
windmills, munchkins trying to
avoid being stepped on, Davids who
had lost their slingshots.

TheEagles' 1994· se3l!Oll seemed
destined to wallow in"liopelessness, ·
ripe for infighting_ and bitterness
over the hand they· had been dealt,
on the brink of laying down what ·
small arms they ·had left. ' ···
Instead, by many. 1!CC9unts, . the
opposite is apparently true.
·
"Last._Tues.day,_jnst.ead.. oL0:3,.
you'd have thought we were 3;._0 and·
ranked, 16th," Ballard:.said,. "This
Tuesday.- we'll: probably_., have• our,
best practice. They. know,·they're
young in development. They, know
they're ·overmatched, But,they· see
themselves making. progress. · · ··- .•
"My coaches,. you'd·-think.
,.
. it's .
game day on Tuesday and Wednes•
day. They keep the· focus. on the
right things·-play.hard; have fun,
the opponent is us.:H a team doesn'.f
have perspective,:focus:and.charac,
ter; then it.will,go:down..the tubes;
But attitude·is this:.10 ·pen:ent what
happenedcto.you; .. 90- pen:ent·,how
you"re going .to r:ea~ to,it.lc s),:l';o.~.
i{R;igh_t:;:-n9j!;-~e've. gof,/!-1,gi:oup
thiit's-:extremely close-an,d ,1;0nce11,

trati!!i;c>Ii'.:tli~ifiglit things!'; ;!$i.1f'J)

'Not in';.the::first,half.. Saturday;
thougli'.''Angiy enougi!:, atl,his,.de..
ferise that:heJiung down bis' head.:
set so hardJfexploded'.into.pieces;.
Ballard .walke1t; 10 yards. onto the.
fielil, calleifµme and.huddled.,._. -,
!.'Young:guys have a.weak.upper
body, and the· legs are,_the first_ to.
go," he ,said."'~'We're ·l!O,·weak .it's·
unbelievabl~. Ninety-ejght jle,ICl!nt.
of. our. slots (w.ide-outs),,!lur· little,
bitty fugia!s,-are strolig~i'Othan. our
linebackers and:Jinenien-on .bench
resses' and s ' is.'
p . . :Tto~erido'ieliii.PBless

.We'.went· ress-

mgth-~hearts." .. ····.. ,,:•·,•·.:::: ·.1 · ··.·
~~tne :~~d

:lh;:iifgi~~~~

606-783-2030

"But we'll give out about: the
same amount next year until we can
get some of these monsters off our
schedule," he said.
· ... ,-•. ,
After .word .cam¢ down; appfuxi:,
mately 20 players left. But don't.tell
those who remain that they are
non fodder. ."'··:- -:, .~- ~~~~;-~~;);:::
"Everybody takes the loss. aiuf
comes back harder on:'MondaY.'.''
senior cornerback Hector Diaz.said:
''We've _g!)t !lie s~e kiild7!f.ath,:
letes ~e o~ers do. 1:jie oniyAlf!!!.~,,
ence IS we re y9ung.
, , .•,"ti,:-,,
''I.' considered. transfeirliig,\. bu(
my girlfriend had a bahy, and T"Jiad:
to think about.our rufure,''."sai~cbr.'
. nerback·: Carl" Mack; a_~phciinoi'e:
from•Male Hig!l:School:"'l lik'e'ifaf
Morehead;''· People .
ciif'CKiiig'.
jokes las!;year,_but them'ta!i:ej1Im·1
,for. ils)l;li1(· ."Classmates' '
try hard;~~
;et lietiei\ivi~rre
.d .
,g__
- ,._. ·;,.. HI,,,.,
confi ence,,we_.!l,come.aluilg;\1,f-•·'
"Some...,;,;~ 'Iii· ·. · 'hiis'toflose ,.~
freshmiin
Bmiiilon~:
~ales¥~\'.'.! tbµik ~'.re:a!'1~"t:we1(
for as·yc>q as•winiii!'""• .,.,,,~·•:!.''
Cii1111or and Frank . {mcto?i
brother· anil-'a senior~ack:1wii'o'
made; ',f;ery_· tackle on' Miire!iead's'
fi\'.e ;,i>im~( _k'n~w · th~{"fuiji_'.t;' ~/
around to ·expenence wliatever<i!:a-;
-R>~ 1~,;,i;
gle fOOtbaII becomes. -,.1::t?,;.~.-~'
·~-~.:.~•,.;\,,,,, '\
"But we can still build eacli 'Other·
up,'' :Diaz siiiii!:''The .coicliiiig-~
. isc · ·oii':You~iiever-'hiar."•="'1
ne ll\lttwcnmlng'fi6m•ifiel£~-~~~.
'.)

can-.

Optimism preva~s des12_it~
Morehead's uphill_ battle
By JIM TERHUNE
Staff Writer

MOREHEAD. KY 40351-1689

-:~

battlirig, scoring with a _few-minutes
to play. And afte~:r!l_Ch.coach
Jim Ragland sh~~ ~ • s hand
and said:--•~tUv,r, b~!rt!,~iH!,•.;,,·.;·:···,.
''You make us proud to be.a part
of the game of football,.,with the adversity you're .going through."· •
Last January More~¢ president
Dr. Ronald .Eaglin anno\Jllced. plans
to deemphasize the sport. In March
he received approval frpm .his l>C?ard
of regents)o ask,the:ovC..ifJt_ could:
stailli'th~\e.a!iil'e irot i>tafii_c:f~o,l•
arshil5'fooilialf. OVC prest~f!!!~ swd
no.
·
The plan has not been· aban•
doned. The Eagles went from the
equivalent of 50.51 scholarships in
1993 to 39.01 this year. Twenty-five
players are on full one.year grants.
Twenty-six others get some aid. The
NCM allows a maximum of 63.
Morehead athletic director Steve
Hamilton said the total is the lowest
in the league.
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deciiied'.r:.1owa·rootfia1niio''.iffiicti''
It's '!(good 'team-atmosplierelcimsld41
eriiig the'clrcumstances: These. · · ?
will:Iie -l~·on'the ·niii/If;p1
sticit'aroiiii!t' anii the admiilisti'at!Ei1
backs .the.ii .. "'insteid'of.:wliiitl
.it's done i i i . ~ , witli i:oacfi'.Ifw)
··"d't\lrnp· arounu..
.. _,_,,.,,,•..,,,OO!Rll
lard ,it. ·'cow
• ., 1.,
Ballard smiled, but his:•'k:''
vealed no sadness. . ,'/~\:::-&A
"'<Ne live In •a pesshnistic'liociety
that says:•· 'When·· you···goiilg\''to:
spring a'leak?'When you•gomgjo',
give•.up?' "'he•said. ·''The o~er:clay·
(freshman safety) Anthony~Riiv{7.ee:
was on a.w· rogram t•""""'ooout·
how close-~ team is•,we•re',
0-3 'ajtd'gettiiig' oufbrairuflieat'iiut.·
"It takes· somet!llilg':i:ii:aii ,:·an1!!
speciaho be ii Morehead 'State'ffiot.:
ball player."
·>·.- ,,,.,;~':.".~"
0

•
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S-eaton again
Congratulations. to William
Seaton of Ashland for being
reappointed to a six-year
term as chairman of the
Morehead State, Univ_ersity
Board of Regents. Seaton, a
retired Ashland Oil Inc. executive, has served the university well.
Seaton was named to the
MSU board at a time of turmoil, which led former Gov.
Martha Layne Collins to demand the resignation of the
previous board,- :··sea~ori,'s.
sound judgment ·an!rbusmess
acumen . have Jienefited the
university. His · commitment
to quality· educaffon. hashelped attract quality administrators and faculty m~mb ers and raise the. university's academic ~tiiudards.
Morehead State University
is fortunate to have the services of Bill Seaton for another six years .....,.,.. : ·.;,,;·.;

Higher education panel
sets statewide hearings
HERAlD-lEADER STAFF REPORT

For the first time in nearly a
decade, the people who set politjes
for Kentucky's colleges and universities are hitting the road to get
advice from state residents.
The Council on Higher Education, the policy-making agency for
higher education in Kentucky, on
Thursday night will kick off a
series of 10 forums seeking public
input into upcoming issues. They'll
visit all eight state universities and
two community colleges.
The-first forum will be held in
Frankfort at Kentucky State University. The group will visit Lex-

ington Oct. 12.
The council mainly wants input
on the coming strategic plan for
higher education in the years 19962000, and on plans for a new way
of allocating state money to universities based on their performance,
said spokesman Norman Snider.
"The input we get is important;" he said. "There have been
definite changes in thinking based
on what the council has heard'."
The last time the council toured
the state's universities was in· 1985,
when it was seeking input on its
fir!;t strategic plan for higher education, Snider said
·,·--~·~ ,, ·•-· ,_
. .,.,-~.... \,;-: ••,..-,,:--~'<'•..-.
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·· ·,:;... • changes in the system used 'to de- ·ide~ about h~w that '~iibfili' i;;;
velop the state's higher-education done, Walker said. ;;,~:~":::--':;.:
budget, said Ken Walker, the counThe council also is updating' its'.
· strategic plan for _1996 to.2!)00 and
Wh_at should Kentucky's higher- cil's deputy executive director.
The council, which oversees the wants ideas about what ·should be"
education system focus on through
the. year 20.00 to pr_epare ·for the. state's public universities and col- included, Walker said.. The.-forum·
next century? And what kinds of lege~, is developing a budgeting
dates.and locations
l~;~~ni
measurements· · of,.. • performance teril based: partly on the·,~cqoo1s'· -~~~=~~-:~_uJ~-!Y·-~should the state use to help develop performance: ·
■ Oct. ,,,Mur,.., state un1ven11y; wrattier.
In; 1995 about $24 million, or 4 West Kentud<, Museum, 3 o.n,•. CDT., .. ,. , 1-,
the budgets for its colleges and uni, high
■ Oct.s: MacllsonvllleCommunttvColleue,John
versities?
·
· '· · · · ·
percent of the states.
_er-educa- Grav Building, 6.p.m. coT.
·.m1 :!fJ;\\.·:,~ .!
tion
budget
will
be
based
on·
• Oct.,, University., L.oulsvllle.
Student Actlv•
. The Kentui;ky Council ori Higher
,
'
.
· itv·center, 6 p,m. EDT,
·· -~-?.I~-. _;·~~
Education wants' ideas on those is- schools performance in 27 areas, ■ Oct. '" western Kentudw un1......,. Weth-,
graduation
rates to ertw
Administration Building, 'd,m.. Cl;IT.
•
sues from the public and from col- rangm'.g from
•
.
■ Oct. 12: University Of KentuckY, Unlversftv•
lege students and employees; it is alumm satisfaction. The General Student center, , •·"'· CDT.
a,; o
.
• Oct.
13, Eastern
Kentucky un1ve,:,,11y,
holding 10 public forums at schools Assembly voted to use that· process kins
Bullding,
6 p,m. EDT.
. ~1.t..,_ _,_ Per- ~
around the state this month and next. once and to develop a permanent ■ Oct. "'
stcte·unlveisHY, Adnm
Unlversltv.Center, 6 p.m. EDT.
The decision to hold the forums is Perfonnance•measurement system Doran
■ Oct. 19: Prestonsburg Communttv Ctlllege,
Pike Technlcal BulttJ!ng, 6 p.m. EDT.
due partly to a legislative require- for the future.
■ Oct. 20: Northern KentuckY University. Busl•
ment for public hearings on
The edUcatiOQ COUQciI Wants nessEdLJCatlonPsvcholOSYBulldl"9#6P.m.EDT.
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG

Staff Writer
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----EDUCATION WOES
WASHINGTON - It is dismaynomic Development telling us
I read further into the statement by Educaing to watch Americans froth and
· about "Putting Learning First'' as a lion Secretary Richard W. Riley:.
fulminate, wring hands and point
way to manage and govern our
"Although a higher overall percentage of
fingers of guilt about education in
schools for "high achievement." black than white young adults are high school
this society.
.
This report says that "after more dropouts, when compared by income level,
Were you only to read the stuff
than a decade of education reform the dropout rate is virtually the same for
that comes across my desk over two
involving countless experiments, blacks and whites. Hispanics, however, have
days, you might conclude that our
substantial funding increases and a much higher dropout rate than their peers
public schools and colleges and uniendless rhetoric, educational at both low-and middle-income levels.
versities are places where almostno-·
. achievement still lags behind what • "While low-income students are more likeone learns to read and write and CARL T. . . : the nation requires." . :·.. •
Iy to drop out than their peers, !'\VO-thirds of
:most-everybody learns to get drunk ROWAN
/" ,_. .,,My niail.gave a-feellng:ofhoi>e,·:c:;Jll\, dror,ou~yµder_ ~ge_~~ w~!'El fr.om )\'bite
and fornicate.
lessness· that I felt was unjustified, nuadle-mcome families livmg m suolll'ban or
Last week I got a bllll'b from The
COLUMNIST
given my observations of the bril- non-metropolitan areas."
·Atlantic Monthly about a "report,"
. ';'.: ::-,, liant, ~ral b!gh. scl!ool youngsters ,., _1be 11111rt~f l))Y maU J~d, ti!~ pio~_I 1;111·
:based:on:·research'.'6hlilbious·cvalidity, that ~~ cqmpete f()r schalafship~:m myprogr;ui:l;'':':derstood tliiif~ the articles on -~'!cation
sexeducation·as taught m our public schools ProJ~ Excellence. So I dug deeper into my· that I read are wntten by people with a perhas no measurable impact on sexual behav- pile of mail.
··
. sonal or political agenda They want vouchers
ior, does not reduce teen-age pregnancy and
Aha! There was a press release delivering a that violate the separation of church and
"comes close to educational malpractice."
tiny morsel of good news. The Department of state. They want the money they think they
The only worthwhile sex education, this ar• Education was reporting that "the proportion will get from privatization of the public
ticle argues, is that which preaches and rein- of blacks completing high school by age 21-22 schools. They are pushing the conservative
forces the behavior of abstinence, especially increased from 74 percent in 1972 to 84 per- agenda of the religious right.
among teen-agers with a religious affiliation. cent in 1993, while the proportion of. whites
Some ~enuinelr think they have a formula
I read in U.S. News·& World Report that also rose from 85 percent in 1972 to 90 per- for "putting learnmg first." •
our colleges are struggling with sexual loose- cent in 1993."
.
Some days, though, I read Deiiartment of
ness and abuse and that "in attempting to '. "Hoorah!" I said to myself. ''We can't have · Education statements of hope, then media reclµmge stu_dent behavior, higher .education ilone. everything wrong if over the last 20 ports of gloom and doom, and I ask my·congets poor grades." · · . · . .. . · .
years we have produced such a significant re- .. fused, dispirited self: "Are you sure. you
Deep withiil my .pile .o[lilail I fiiid a more ducti~il iti.Jl!e.percenta:ge of high school drop- . · should have ever learned to read?'' ·
·serious report from the Committee for ~ outs.. _ _ .. ·
.
· .. . . ..
. ..
• Nor111 Amerlm srnd,_
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Paintsville ·-booster·

for 'new ,-m~atcat·-~~:;f~.
school, turns
to UK
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Paintsviiik iil.~ei: ~a·i>eiiy'.ID says'ne ;m'::~
the University of Kentucky College of-Medicine's help.
to give birth to bis plan fo,: ~ mew.Faj,~W}:~.Eas~.
Kentucky · J/; ·' ·· · ,,_, !.•~Vk1i_"l"1•·~2~:""'.i:t"~.•: :<:-'-' _ -- . ·-:
• , ;!.,. ~-- '•\...-":·•·· !.·· •·•r' •..
Perry: __ mef-·over. the-_weelii!ild~"with .Dr: :Emery.
Wtlson; ·dean or the UK 'm_ajical' ~ool,'and discussed ,
possibilities fcir a scliool of ·osteopathic ·meilicine a_t·
Paintsville.- .:· :.. ·~-:::. ~.½.,~~-~:. ;:~-1rt., \,• --·t>;
-·~:Hr\,_-.
--perry'said'he got "a '!vefy''wsiiife''·teception; 'Jiul
no commitments from. t.JK:~ '·~ -1l•':'.'i=}---1~:· _,.-;;·::: _,.-s- __ ._: --:
Wilson was out of town' ye'sterday; Buf ass<iclare
dean Tony Goetz said'tnrough a'sp6kesman. thaf.the
discussions were onl -. · i:!teliminfuy ·"arid
,· tliaf any
oomnient riow·wowdfle premature; . "0 '-'1 >i"-"' ;.:.:_
,.;,. UK':would have ffi;tnrifer with .its medii:al 'sc_hiioF
:fficul anil'. de artri-il!ii'f heads liefore . making aiiy
o/tlie pi-ciii<is#'
'Coeti ·wd, ·
Perry confirmed last\v&lCtlmt:''he is ·worJdrig ori
plans to open· a small college ofosteopathic: ii!edicine
at Paintsville. The hope is 'thafost:eopathic physicians
trained there w6illtl ··stay in' Eastern :Kentucfy To
practice, helping to end the area's long-running doctor'
shortage.··:··-:·. i . . - ;·/.}?}f~;:t? i?~!_':;.~ ,·•.:J? .~\~:- · .!
. Perry has formed·a non-p\!cififi:orporation
put
up $1 million as a first step iif get;fuig project approval .
from the American Osteopathic Association:': But he
says he ·will' need to raise'lafge 'airioiints· of,'Illoney'
from corporations, foundations and individual i:ontributcirs to get the school operating( .. ·
·
· ·
Perry says he doesn't need money from me; but
that the university's support and cooperation will be
crucial if the Paintsville school -is to 'succeed. ·
Fcir example, the Paintsville school would need to
recruit 10 or 12 professors to teach the basic science
courses that make up most of the first two years of a
medical student's studies.

"~r·.

com.!tinerif

scliooL

and

But: Perry:. suggested it might
be. possible .to. have UK faculty
members· teach .. some,. of,: those
courses; . working. on , a part-time
basis for the osteopathic school.
· . UK's c~~ti6n· altl9 would be
helpful; Perry said, ..in' helping to
JVOvide fci,'r ppst-graduate training
for students once they completed
their four years at the Paintsville
.:;,;,_;~1,~·,, :1;{,>:\;~;.:__. ·.t:•}.!~::-_ :.:
; ''You· have. t_o· have a good
working· relationship with. UK,"

s~??Ol(

~~~T:ii:~~d~:- -:-i.:f~:-:;-:·~!·· ~'":-=; :s:-.-~.. --

~ta~

: B~t
Seil. &my Ray. Bail;\,, D-Hindmiin, says that wliil_e
UK's support would be useful, 1t
isn!t an,absolute•necessity.. Bailey
saysi '.,i!\e;_ l)Wposed Paintsville
school ultimately might be ·!h~ only
answer.for. the region's continuing,
need ·for ,doctori;. .
..: . ..
. ''To~ -~;;iy .,;~edi~tion . ~OU
need is from the: American O~teopathic Associalimi out of Chicago,"·
Bailey ,saici. "You· ·don't' need state
or federal.approval:'
·
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WKU journalism school gefs·grant·
· BOWLING' GREEN, Ky, _: The William Randolph ,Hearst
.-,
Fliuiidlition' has awarded a$200,000 grariCtci'Westem'.Kenfucky'
University's
journalism department to establish a'pti:>_fessioruils.''
.
'd
--~•.,.~" ............
m,res1 ence program.
. .
.,.
, . , . ... ,, : , ,, ..
"If increases tenfold the amount of inoney available, to bring
sp_eakers to campus," said Jo-Ann Albers, department _director.
A faculty committee will 'recommend ·procedures for selectirig .
professionals to be invited, Albers said.
·
In the 1993-94 competition Hearst sponsored, Western's
students won the photojournalism contest for the fifth
consecutive year, placed fifth in writing competition and were
third overall in total points.
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/lar~t!LLERS
~OSI part: students
awarded the law
yesterday
of ~e'iilttcicy'1 i4eriMf
program._''·
··~. ,,I( thii'
11
1
I ;cho\arships according lo their !1!ost Ke!1tuckiiiiis \VOU!d agree_tliat. rutll.
' .-,:· :
••·•
'. ; : •. "! •, . ' . .. .
,is positive; then.f~tudents ii\, other
FRANKFORT, Ky. _ A new law ranking based on those stan~ards. ,ts unfrur.
,
Three ~hie condoms ~rt\:llsed· m W\"llppers ~ dorms could firid.roridortis·in their
,imed at increasing the number of
B~t the new law, passed this ye~,
However, a majority of lawmakers ·I the wor<\s "GO BIG' BLUE!'' aw.a\tecj 170 r_esic!ents. Pf , ~!boxes .; by; .next • 'semester,
ninority te?ch~rs in Kentucky has req~s that the percentage ?f llll- ~upport~thelaw1.~d_Bor!1:,nsaidit 1Ki,;w.an 1cl, a1,_i/!)lll_Jh an,d--)V~IIP,ess:clcinri__,,w_here,.•tJ,~'s;:1,Tyner,Wilson said
_
·
,rompted a state s~nator to write nonties who get the Scholarships_b_e IS wor~ :,vell. _ I lh!nk )IS a veiy no smokmg:,?nd stud~l:$)are 1gearaj._lQ"'.ard µtness ..-. , All 510 conci'
d
etters to 11 students telling them the s~e .ii:' the percen1age of eligi- beneficiill Pl~ ,of legislation, (with)
The' condbins' !weiii '-'.in ,;'envelopes '.alcing1 with . : and distribution oms :were . 9nated,
hey lost their chance for a state hie llllnonties who apphed for them. a veiy beneficial •result," he said
instructions·bn condom tise, a safe:sex !iainphlet and ; . - ts . hid 'r·Tcos~ wf!1ged
:I()
1
eaching scholarship to a less qualiThe law was fueled by the conThe scholarships .are for the full
· .an, ,:t:: .i- , , ,,
· _.. ,, . :. '.. ,- cen a.s ,en "' Yil:f• SCl\1 srud,
led minority student.
, cern of Neal and others tl!~t t~e ~os~ of a yel!l"'s.schooling or $5,000,
_insert i'!- ,§!!X11!111Y ?'allsniitted,di~ ; Most o_f !lie .,9081:' ·wen,t toward
The letters from sen. John David I statedoesll.~thaveenoughmmonty :,vhicheyer JS lo:wer; ,the _average
$(,s'fi:omlJ!l\vel'sityHealthServ, ! packaging,,sh~.!lll1d..
.
.
'reston, R-Paintsville drew a stern• t~achers, satd Paul Borden, execu- award IS $4,200, Borden_Sl!lil,
\ce. ... f'. -,
.
!., 1'.he condoms were _made by
·ebuke yesterday ~m one of the live ~ector of the ~uth!)rity.
, All appli_cants inust either.,rank in:
'\ ·. "Wedoii't,.want to be ~ived, I: Safe-ie,,< Cow_, in ~loriial f!cights,
;ponsorsofthelaw,whocalledthem
Thisyearthree_mmontystudents the.top fifth of,.their graduating
as·pushing
ob the students"·! Va.,~~ are lubncated with the
'irresponsible" and ''reckless."
W<?uld _have recetved the_ schofar- clas~ or score ii), the SOth.percentile
said Melaaji :Tyner-Wilsoµ,'assist- f' sperµpq,~«;. 1!\!!01;10~~1-9. ·.A stan,:ip_
"It fans the flame of racism," said . ship~ based solely on the n~enc'!1- or higher on tlie_ ACT ·college pre, ant director.bf Residence Life. ''The · .on, eacli~¥,~ it expires m March,
:tate ?en. Gerald Nea!, D-!-,ouisville. ~ngs. The sam~ number;of llll- paratocy; .tem.. •_Tileji:; gr_ade-point
nsk of;lilV: and ~'l'Ds is so great : ,_~998. ;·_/t:,J,:i., ·· ,-. ·
The mtent of the legislation was to no,nty students recetved the sch
__ -olar-- • avera-ge IS lat_e_r factored mto .their
that we, i_ ee_'1 the, rieed_ .to ge_·_t thiil ,J._, __ -- .Ke_n_t---1·1-'der "_execu-ti_v-e di1flord an opportuni,ty of reasona~le ships last year. But _be~~use .9f the' ranking.
. . , -.
, ,, .
ii\forrnatian out." . -, ..... ''·:
)li\t'·, ,aii\jly .'l'.'oundiition of
1ccess to scholarship '!100~, which new_law, 11 more lllln~nty stu~ents
If.
11!1
applic~t. doesn't meet one
' ! 'A ;tic~er ,;in the outside. of the, 1!),Kimtuwf 'pplaud~Hhe.uhlversiI
s tax money, where mmonties have received them, replac:!!1g 11 other of those ciile;f!a; a. strong ·letter of
eb.velope )cautioned students to ifs•
tei\µons'bti_ t:said' sci~n!ieen locked out"
students
who
ranked
higher.
or
Icon
' tents'. ·stud·ents ouen
u · ·d-~
· l<:(Ites·· con
• '"d''t
·
I Preston was t · th I · I -tu recommendation
. .
- . from . a teacher
•
eu "uY the. ·...l'tifi_•c :evi'd_ence m
o use
But Preston wasn't apolouhing
no m e egis a re pnnc1pal can be substituted.
, ·- d .,,
· truct"" to 'thro ·' d'' ....., · 1· ·
te •safe··
· : •
"It' s rac1all
•
.
0 •
/ when the law was passed· he t
k
.
Icon
oms
were
ins
=·
,,
w
oes
no
,equa
sex.
,
00 · Accordin to Borden 495 stud1scriminato
I ·
.
.
,
·•· · ·
· ,.·
·. i' · - , ·
,;
··
,
··'. .,., •
rnd simple,..Yhe said. ..
!'is seat aft:er a_ special_ election dur- l dents wer! eligible fo; first-time
1ti a~,,or:,retur:n it to the dorm~ . .
In .the. 60s, radical . femm1st
~roup of people differei;itl11 because I mg the Je~slative ~e~smn t~ repl_ace Ischolarships this year,
front
gro,ups • pomted out that men
J/ their race .... coini from an Sen. Dayid LeMaster of Pamtsville, ·• The top 267_ranked students and
, \ No,_!?W' ha_tr~~ed, the enve- !abused
_ .- .":~men sexuall'- o~ a regu1
(economically depressed)
area who resigned.
- ..
11 other eligible minorities ot
lopes liy y~terpay ~ernoon.
-~1s, . Ostrander said._ 'Instead
.vhich is almost totally white, and
He srud he leat'l!ed ~bout the !1ew scholarships.
Those minoriles
, -; '.'.TI:ie.. condoms do~'.~ prom?te: ?f cortect,i1;1g that ~b~ ~~ new
.ve have lots and lots and lots of de- law ~ta rece~t legislative comllllttee ranked
sex,,. '13,ld.' 11,feghan •Gnmshaw, a ,.. co1;1~om give-away, pohcy . simply
33 0 440 he_ aid_
;erving kids that don't have the re-1 meeting, reVJewed the scholarship -well below sonie stuileittss well·
so_phom_ore maiqryng in· psyc~ol?:' .·; fa_-CJ-h ta_tes _· ti:e__.sam~ · a_bu_fe ~~der
;ources to go to college "
records and wrote to several stu- above others
'
.
gy. "I.. was. surpnsed to ·,find ,1t m ', l'tl_te--~se 1t:'1~ .. safe. apd . OK,
Preston wrote the letters to stu- de,~! Sept. ~- ·
_ .
. , , Neal said he would be • g to
iriy inailbox, but it's no big deal.' ; : ·:•: Tyn~;)Vilsop, ' ack,nowl!!(lges
lents who were in line for scholar-I .
of the ~et-as~de proVJ- , disCIJSS the law with Preston but
,.that.?bl!tinence 1s the best form of
;hips awarded this year b the K
smn, 1 s ents; mcluding y:ou, ;
_, p--oli=
"
d ,.._ • 1--· - .,
-protection.-A statemeitt,advocating
H' h .Ed
. Y . en- , were not awarded any scholarships •was stunned that Preston had not ; . .. ~,dl11!11l.."<ell>,'.--l!!l,.i,~'<'!l!!:V.9 .xe "'';
-. -_"_"__·ttn· , . - • • • 1-- 0
- .~ .... •. ,_
.
ucky . 1g er
ucation Assistance even though your rankin amon • falked .to any of the sponsors about ;f~cted memb~rs of lll~-l111!>~ct.esJJe''
.
a,~
,ence,1s tpc u_ t:U 11J·a w=mg
1
~~thonty. The group gave scholar- all the applicants was th~ hi he~ I it before sending the letters. In fact,
young ~een-agers·ip' a process
,lii,liel
~~- front of die env~lope.
,hips to 278 students who hope to than the ranking of the
min~rity Preston's approach drew as much, tliat s veiy difficult to understand.'.'
·, · ,,J;<>naom~:-~ already availab_le
11
iecome te~~hers.
. ' applicants," Preston wrote - . !outrage as his message did.'
1:3ut Preston scoffed at the notion
,on l!a!'IPUS._ m,id can be. bought m
_ T;!~ ebg1ble for the scholarships
"In my opinion this is w~ong and I State Sen. Joe Meyer, D-Coving- ~at he should ·bring his position to
,the,• outpatient phannacy .a~ the
•ear's s~h co".er up to $~,000 for a it may veiy well be unconstitutional. , ton, said Preston "crossed the h1S. fe~ow sen~tors. ~ey've made
:Un!vers1ty_ of ~entucky Chmc. A
.
d oolin! and which may be I wanted to bring this situation to boundary of standards of leadership- their Views plam, he satd; artd there
,.box of three Tro1:lt's,sells ~or $1.05,
enewe - stu ents must meet cer- your attention so that
would ; that the Senate should set. . ' • wo1;1't ~e an opportunity to change
:an~ three lubncated Sh1ek con!tnow how the program wiu!"'admin- : When you're a member of the legis-, ~err mmds ~µti! !9.96. All lie'.s done
doms cost $1.44. . _
.
1stered ~nd how state tax dollars latur~ and yciu. )lave \lisagrl',tments; IS .~xpress ~ oplillon, h~ satd.
. But Ty;ner-Wdson srud some
were bemg spent."
with the policy, I think the appropriAs Martin Luther satd, 'Here I
students might _be em1?arrnssed to
ate thing is to deal with your fellow stand, I can do no other.' "
buy a condom m public.
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College tuition increase
is twice inflation rate
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BOSTON - The average tuition at America's four-year colleges rose 6 percent this year, twice
the rate of inflation, and studies
show a growing share of the money is going toward public relations
instead of teaching.
Although the increase ·was
twice the inflation rate, it. was also
the smallest since 1989, according
to the College Board, an association
of 2,800 higher education institutions. The figures were released
today.
According to the College Board,
average tuition is now $11,709 at
four-year private schools and
$2,686 at four-year public schools,
both 6 percent increases over last
year.
The cost of two-year private
institutions rose 5 percent, to
$6,511, and two-year public colleges, 4 percent, to $1,298.
· When room, board, books, supplies and transportation are added.
in, the average total cost of a
college· education comes to $18,784

THE COURIER-JOUFlNAL
• WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1994

'Pathetic' UK bias
You all are the most pathetically biased,
pro-UK/a'lti-UL paper I believe I have ever
en_countered. It disgusts me just to read the
drivel I usually find in the editorial section,
but what I read a couple of weeks ago ("A
tale of two cities') really got my goat.•
Please. Oh, how noble that the University
of Kentucky wants to expand its library.
And how selfish and despicable of the University of Louisville to actually want a football stadium that actually serves its team.
So ·tell me, how much state money do
you think eveiy other state university in
Kentucky received to build their stadiums?
And as far as I can tell, they all have them,
even though most of the teams in this state
are pretty sony, and not as good as U of L
How much· state funding do you think UK
got to build its precious Commonwealth
Stadium? And the Wildcat football team has
traditionally been nearly non-existent,
Yet I sure don't recall this big uproar
when any of the other universities built
stadiums. Could it be that there was none?
Could it be that as long as the university
seeking funding from the state isn't U of
L, that it's okay? What hypocrites, The C.J
included....
So give me a break. I am so sick of
reading how the Great and Wonderful
University of Kentucky, your editor's fa.
vorite school in the United States, can do
no wrong. And eveiy day you look for
something to criticize the University· of
Louisville about. Find something· else to
waste your. ink on.
MARTHA CRONEN

Louisville 40218

Kentucky costs
■ In ,Kentucky, tuition for
. the 1994-95 year jumped 112
percent at the University of
Kentuc.lcy and University of
·Louisville. Tuition at regional
universities rose 5.3 percent,
and students at community
colleges paid 14.3 percent
more.
·■ The Council on Higher
Education is scheduled to
·consider tuition·for·the 199596-school year at its Novem·~ meeting.·
· · · --· ~ ·

-
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Tuition hikesoutpace· inflation
BOSTON - The average tuition at America's four- ear
coll~ges ros_e 6 percent this year, twice the rate of inhation
Still, the mcrease was the smallest since 1989 accordin .
~t°~~ :e~s~c:~>n ~f 2,800 high~r-educatio~
private schools and $2 68\ t ton 15 now $1_1, 709 at four-ye
percent increases over'Iast ; 0 ;_ur-year public schools, both
.The cost of two-year private institutions rose 5 ercent tc
$6,5ll, and two-year public colleges, 4 percent, t/$1,298_'

~:ti~\~~
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for students at four-year private
schools and $8,990 at public
schools.
Separate government statistics
also show that the proportion of
money used by colleges for instruction, libraries and maintenance is
shrinking, and the amount spent on
public relations, marketing and
fund raisingjs increasing.,_ , •...
• -•~
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FIVCO gets

funds for
renovation
By ROGER Al.FORD
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - The FIVCO
Area Development District has
been awarded a $375,000 grant
to renovate two more floors in
the former Ashland Oil Inc.
headquarters building in
downtown Ashland.
The Appalachian Regional
Commission awarded the
grant, which will cover half of
the $750,000 revamping.
Morehead State University
in June agreed to spend
$300,000 on the project. FIVCO
will raise about $125,000 from
private sources in the Ashland
area.
Plans are to redo the third
and fifth floors of the :sevenstory building, now called the
G.B. Johnson Jr. Education
and Economic Development
Center.
When that project is complete, only the sixth and seventh floors will be unfinished.

Tuesday, September 27, .1994
FIVCO Executive Director
David SaliS'bury sain this
morning that a contractor
would be hired within 90 days
to do the latest renovation.
"What this will mean in the
future is jobs," Salisbury said.
The primary purpose of the
center at 1401 Winchester Ave.
is to stimulate economic
growth and help alleviate unemployment and underemployment in Boyd, Carter, Elliott,
Greenup and Lawrence counties.
Salisbury said that worud-be
achieved by improving educational opportunities and creating fledgling businesses.
· Morehead State University
already is offering upper-level
undergraduate courses and
graduate courses on the second floor of the building. After
the renovation, Morehead
plans to expand to the third
floor.
"That will allow more, mostly non-traditional students, to
get training, join the work
force and be gainfully employed," Salisbury said.
The renovated fifth floor will
be used for expansion of a
business incubator, a FIVCO
initiative to create small businesses in Ashland by providing them space m the building
and other help.
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Residents ·of one UK dormitory
given condoms, safe-sex message
that we feel the need to get this sophomore psychology major. "I·
information out."
was surprised to find it in my·
A sticker on the-outside of the mailbox, but it's no big dP.at
envelope told students what was They're just trying to teach you to
inside. Anyone offended by the be safe if you do decide to have
condoms was instructed to throw sex;''
·
them away or return them to the
.
dorm's front desk.
..
·
Ho~er,. while Kent O_strander,
The· sticker also said that "ab- · executive director of Family Foun~
stinence is still the best option." dation of Kentucky, praised the·
The _condoms are part of a test university's intentions, he said sci- ·
project,of the Residence Life well- entific evidence .indicates that con· ness program. If the response is dom use does not equate safe ~
positive, students in other re~i- . Students can buy condoms· in
de~ce h~ could find condoms m the outpatient pharmacy_ at the
therr mailboxes ~y next semester, University of Kentucky Clinic. But.
Tyner-Wtlson satd,
Tyner-Wtlson said some students•
All 510 condoms were donated,
.
.·
.
··
and distribution costs·averaged 40 !ilght be embarrassed about AO:.~
cents a student she said
mg that.
' ··
No one had ~turned the enve"Delivering the condoms right'
lopes lly Monday afternoon.
to them was our way of getting .
"The. condoms dol)'t promote them to feel comfortable about ·

Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. ~ Students
in a University of Kentucky residence hall got a message in their
mailboxes this week that combined school spirit and safe sex:
three blue condoms encased in
wrappers bearing the words "GO
BIG BLUE!"
Residents in kuwan II, a health
and wellness dorm, got the condoms Monday. The. envelopes
containing the condoms included
instructions on their use, a safesex pamphlet and an insert from
University Health Service on sexually transmitted diseases.
"We don't want to be perceived
as pushing sex on the students,"
said Melanie Tyner-WIison, assistant director of Residence Life.
"The risk of HN and (sexually
. transmitted diseases),.is..so.great~,Sex,'.'.--said-Meghan-Grimshaw~-a---it,'~she.sai~. . ~- ____ -·--., '••~
The Daily _Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

·

Tuesday, September 27, 1994

Senator-~raps education 12tW
I

.

.

- . .• __,,,

Cost them/ s·ciiol~ships, ·11/'~tudents told.
FRANKFORT (A~)
A .
state senator told 11 students
that a new law- aime~ at in-.
creasing the numberj of: minority teachers caused them
to lose .their chance for a
state teaching scholru:ship to
a less qualified minority:studen,t.
,,
S,e':1- J~hn . Davi~ ,?r~~},9,!¼~i
R-Pamtsville, wrote !etfers·to
students who were irl line for
scholarships awarqed dhis:
year by the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Au~-.
___ .
. .
thority to 278. students_ who
hope to be teachers.
·
Preston said based· on numerical rankings used 'in the
past, only three minority stud t
Id h
· d
en s wou
ave receive
scholarships this year. But
because · of the new- Iaw, 11
more minority ·students received them, replacing. 11
other students who ranked
higher.
Preston was not in. the legislature when the law -was
passed; he took his seat after
. a special election durlij§.
legislative session to rlif'~~
Sen. David LeMastef(
Paintsville, who resigned. \"'
Preston said he wants the
law repealed.
"It's racially discriminatory, plain and simple," he
said. "It treats a group of
people differently because of
their race .... I come from an
(economically depressed)
area which is almost totally
white, and we have lots and
lots and lots of deserving

k~ds that don't have the resources to go to college."
To be eligible for the scholarships _ which cover up to
$S,OOO for a year's schooling
and which may be renewed
_ students must meet certain academic standards. For
the most part/ students are
awarded the schol,lµ"ships accordi'ng to ·theirranking_
based on those standards.
·
· · .
·
But the new law, passed
this year, requires !hat the
percentage of minorities wllo_
get' the scholarships be. the
same as the percentage of eligi'ble minorities who applied
for them.
··
The scholarships are for the ·
full ·cost of a year's schooling
or $5,000, whichever is lower;
the average award is $4,200 •
said Paul Borden, executive director of the education authority.
.
Applicants must either rank
in the top fifth of their graduating class or score in the 80th
percentile or higher <in the
ACT college preparatory test.
Their grade-point average is
later factored into their ranking.
If an. applicant doesn't meet
one of those criteria, a strong
letter of recommendation from
a teacher or principal can be
substituted.

. According to Borden\: •4~5'.'
students were eligib~e fo_rflfSti:
time scholarships thisyear'.'._ .· "•
The top 267-ranked studen~~
and 11 other eligible miiiori/
ties got scholarships.l'Those·~
minorities ranked from 33:L'tcff
440, he said - well·~IQ:!;.~OI#!1
students,. w~ll ab<i".'1i ;2fil.~~~1i-,
·A maJonty of:'1_a,")Vlll~"lrsi,
supported..the law,.a.if.!(~0~~• .- l
said it is ·working". well: .,o !
think it's a ve1:Y"J?e~~fi~~i,
piece of· legislation;· (with) .. ll,t
very beneficial re.S:nl:f~0~~
said
'""·"''''.;'!"''
·
.
, ,,e,L••s;EJ}.~;l
state Sen. Gerald ,Ni~iil/£1;>~\!
Louisville, one oL)h~,,¼'IV ~
sponsors, said he: woul.~1Je,1:
willing to discuss the. la_ ,:)VI
__ili_:,.
d that
Preston but was stllNJ!l. ·'•-·-i
·· Preston had not talked,t~M!!!Yt'
. }\\',~~\'
"""
of the sponsors about . !t
sending the letters. --~ ,j~,\';:\t,
•.,,,,. ,,:,.•,
He called Presto!]'s:_action,"
''rec k 1es s', ai:i
responsible."
· __... ,,_,,_."" ·•
w_
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Many have__helped
MSU move ·ahead
Thank y_ou for the nice editorial
comments regarding my reappointment to the Morehead State, University Board of Regents. However; I
was reappointed to serve a six-year
term as trustee not chairman.. The
office of chairmari is an elective position and the term is for·one:year
Only .

;,,,·.

'r-·':-

,· ,,';c.

·•

•

Although your comments were
most flattering to me;Uake this op,
portunity to point imt'that Morehead State University has benefited
from many wonderful p·eople who
are committed to the university and
continue to work diligently,to provide a quality education for'its students. Beginning with Governor Collins' appointment llf a new b9ard
with Governors Nunn'and'.Bteiithitt·
as'cha!i:iiiiui"'ancl'viceclialrniiifi r1i::: 7:·
p_ .
_ y,_an.Ii
. Dr.
. tWM:16tii.1;"f!isr
.. ,.., .....\,~'. f~-president, a new'developinem'proL"~
gram began.
'·; •·.,;- ·· ·~ ·.,-,
Dr. Nelson .Grote can;ied on this
process until his retirement Dr:'Ron
Eaglin was elected president·
· ·
through the efforts of.a .~tr:ol}g ._
search committee headed liy- Wayne
Martin.
. , :'. t\.d ;• • • ',._ -~-A host of past and $fe:s~~f!Jtiarci .
members, the faculty, s_taft_ajliinni ..
association and the Morehead Foundation have contribut~d'tneir 'many''
t'.11-ents and support ~~W,':},l~~'.copi~
tinue to .work together, :w1!:)i ,the.lead-;
ership and guidance of Dr. Eaglin · '·
and strive for an even better quality
of education for our, _students. · , :, 0 :_

s ecti.vel'"

Wllllam R. Seaton
~- ~:~ .-:;_ - Ashland
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Universities findin.g portfolios
can benefit prospective students
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

When Jenny Sawyer looks at
the test scores and transcripts of
students applying to the University
of Louisville, sometimes it's hard to
tell whether the numbers add up to
a person she'd like to admit.
In those cases, a look through
the student's high school portfolio
might help make up her mind.
"There were definitely cases in
which the portfolio told us something totally different than the
standard information did," said
Sawver. U of L's director of admissions. "It rounds out the picture."
Since the Kentuckv Education
Refom1 Act passed, ·the officials
who run th.e state's testing programs have hoped students' test
results and portfolios - collections
of their best work in writing and
math - would have some impact
on college admissions.
And, educators say, having the
portfolios used in college admissions might even inspire high
school seniors to take the effmt of
compiling pottfolios seriously and

"You might get placed in a
low-level class because you
don't test well . ... This gives
students a way to give us
more information about what
they can do."
JOHN FISCHfilTI
University of Louisville

put more effort into the process.
U of L's pilot project is studying students' portfolios as part of
its admissions and placement process. The University of Kentucky
also has solicited writing samples
from students whose admissions
decisions have been delayed, said
Joe Fink, UK's associate vice chancellor for academic affairs.
Officials at U of L and UK say
they will consider expanding the
programs, and state officials predict that other colleges are likely to
follow suit.
At U of L. using the portfolios
allowed many women to be placed
in higher-level math classes than
their standardized test scores

would have indicated. said John
Fischetti, an associate professor in
U of L's secondary education department.
The university plans to follow
up by interviewing those women
and checking their grades to see
how they performed in the classes.
Fischetti said. But he said he
thinks the pilot project - though
preliminary - shows promise.
. "You might get placed in a lowlevel class because vou don't test
well," he said. "This could give
women more access to math programs. It's an encouraging sign.
This gives students a way to give
us more information about what
they can do."
There are still many issues to
be worked out, Sawyer said. U of L
solicited portfolios from students at
five high schools and reviewed
about 65 portfolios. But even that
amount created "a significant
amount'' of extra workload. she
said.
"We're open to it. but we don't
know how realistic it will be to use
them extensively," Sawyer said.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL • FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1994

Spalding gets early childhood teacher grant
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer
As instructor Lori Tedder sat on
the !loo, at the Wayside Christian
Mission's day-care center in Louisville, a girl climbed into her lap; a
boy clung to her shoulder; and another boy sat on the floor nearlly.
A similar, loving mob surged over
instructor Tina White as she sat in a
rocker talking to a visitor.
··
While most .of the toddlers smiled
and laughed and exchanged toys,
one boy, towering a head above the
others, stood silently watching.
· Another child played quietly until
the bus came to take her home:
Then she started crying, afraid of
the change - or perhaps, even
afraid to go home.
Child-care · workers generally.
don't know which children have .
been affected by violence. in their,
homes or neighborhoods, White
said. But some children don't have
the sparkle In the eye and the happy
laugh a toddler should. Those are
the ones she gives as much extra

attention as she can. But she'd like
to do ~ven 'more for them, White
said.
Spalding University, in downtown
Louisville, and Harris-Stowe State
College in downtown St. Louis,
have won a joint $716,000 grant
from the U.S. Department of Education to develop a program for early
childhood instructors like White. It
will begin next fall.
The money is for the first year of
the program and is renewable for
four years, making the award for
the two small schools potentially
more than $3.5 mlllion over five
years. It is the largest grant in
Spalding's history.
Spalding will lead the development and management of the program and plans to exchanges Ideas
and faculty members for some
courses with Harris-Stowe, a
historically black college specializing in teacher education.
The grant will be used largely to
fund scholarships for low-income
students who otherwise probably
wouldn't be able to go to college,

said Spalding President Thomas
Oates.
It will pay for about 30 full scholarships at each school. Jefferson
Community College students who
transfer to Spalding to complete
their bachelor's degrees will also be
eligible for the scholarships.
And Spalding will set up the early
childhood classes on weekends and
evenings to make it easier for work•
ing students to attend.
Students in the early childhood
program will get all the basics of an
,undergraduate degree in education,
plus courses and workshops taught
by psychologists, social workers,
nurses and other specialists. ·
The extra classes will give them
tools to use in recognlzing children
who have been exposed to violence
or have been abused, and in work••
ing with them. · ,
·
The· schools also will offer work•
shops during the year for their students and for other early childhood
instructors to develop violence
counseling Md related skil!s.
"Besides helping teachers know

when and what to do when they·
step in," Oates said, "we want _tc
prepare this broad-based network"
to help children exposed to violence.
i
The workshops will help draw
that network together, he said. •
In a letter supporting Spalding's
grant application, Stephen Daeschner, Jefferson County Schools superintendent, said there was a great
need for the early childhood pr,ogram locally,
I.
"Jefferson County has approximately 18,500 3· and 4-year-olds, ~f
whom 40 percent (7,400) a.re economically disadvantaged and thbs
at statistically higher risk for e,qjeriencing · childhood violence," Ii•
wrote.
·
·I
Daeschner said Head Start instructors would benefit from the
planned training.
.
i
Richard Lewis, the distrfct's director of early childhood special services, said there ls an immediiite
need for 30 early childhood instnlctors and for 120 more within two
years.
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Murray school
of engineering
meets hostility
By JAMES MALONE
Staff Writer
PADUCAH, Ky, - Supporters of
starting an engineering school at
Paducah Community College have
rejected a call to move it to Murray
State University.
Murray President Kem Alexander
pitched the idea ,this week to business leaders and educators in the
area by unveiling a "cooperative engineering program for West Kentucky."
The presidents of the Paducah
college and the University of Kentucky, plus some local leaders,.said
yesterday that they oppose the plan.
Alexander's proposal made no
mention of a multimillion-dollar
classroom and laboratory building
boosters of Paducah Community
College want to build for a program
that would offer University of Kentucky engineering degrees. Nor
does it address the fate of $7 million
in private money the Paducah
school has raised for the engineering school
Last week the Paducah and Murray camps appeared to have closed
some differences in their feud,
which began last year when Murray's regents voted to oppose the
Paducah proposal, calling it unneeded and wasteful.
The Paducah school has raised
enough money to proceed with the
building but still needs state funding, President Leonard O'Hara said.
It :plans to start classes in 1996 and
gi:aduate about 40 engineers a year.
Many UK engineering courses
would be taught by television in the
Paducah school.
Although Alexander's plan also
allowed UK to offer the degree, his
proposal had Murray as the hub,
drawing students and teachers from
regional community colleges those in Hopkinsville and Madisonville as well as Paducah.

That is unacceptable, said
O'Hara. He said the engineering·
concept "screams" for a location
"juxtaposed" to the future developments it will serve.
O'Hara inentions engineers that
· would be needed by the new uranium-enrichment method - which
the federal government may install
near Paducah (or in Ohio or Tennessee, which are also competing
for it) in 10 years - and- by hightech businesses that leaders hope to
lure to the nearby Information Age
Park, whjch is still largely undisturbed cropland.
"Without vision, man is dead,"
O'Hara said.
Murray's ·plan appeared to be an
effort to get UK to abandon its leadership in Paducah, said UK President Charles Wethington, who met
with Alexander private!)' e~h.er ~
week.
, -··'· ·
"We have made a commitment
•.. and are not willing to bail out,"
Wethington said.
Alexander called the negative reactions "unfortunate" and said the
Paducah plan was ."self-centered"
and "ignores the total region."
Some industry leaders in the region
have reacted positively, he said.
One .prominent Western Kentucky
legislator said the region will suffer
from continued bickering.
"I was in hopes a satisfactory solution could have been reached,"
said state Sen. Jeff Green, D-Mayfield. "It's disheartening to see and
a little frustrating."
The Murray plan says, "To develop any other site and elevate it to
the level that Murray Slate now
holds in quality of faculty, facilities
and equipment would take many
years and perhaps decades."
Alexander said it will be up.to the
Paducah college to show the General Assembly that there are no "inexpensive alternatives" to its proposal.

